




Romania and especially the Capital City Bucharest is 
living an unprecedented Real Estate effervescence. 
In the last 5 years the city changed dramatically, 
attracting more and more qualitative products as 
well as it unfolded as a city full of real estate 
opportunities. 

New local investors emerged and even reached to 
institutional level (such as One United Properties, 
Element Group, Dedeman, Tiriac Imobiliare) as well 
as a significant number of international investors 
made important acquisitions and profitable deals in 

Bucharest. Morgan Stanley, South – African funds MAS REI, Atterbury and 
more recently Fortress, Israeli Adam Europe or Dayan Family or European 
players such as PPF, Indotek, Hili Properties are to name just a few. 

Before pandemic, Romania has been put on the EU radar as on the top 
fastest growing economies in the EU in 2020 and 2021, which also helped 
increase investors` confidence. A more relaxed fiscal environment than other 
countries in CEE, as well as the new shining stars sectors such as IT & tech 
have also animated the real estate market. 

HERE ARE ALL THE SIGNIFICANT DEVELOPMENTS YOU 
SHOULD KNOW ABOUT IN BUCHAREST
We designed this Catalogue to offer a comprehensive 
perspective of the major recent developments, with relevant 
data and the investors` profiles and insights, on all 
sub-segments of the real estate market. 

In its pages, you fill find both the major urban regeneration 
projects developed on the sites of former industrial platforms, 
the way that the Central Business District of Bucharest is 
transforming into a highly attractive destination, the newest 
office clusters of Bucharest, as well as the representative 
projects of the boiling logistics and residential markets. The 
retail market is undergoing a post – pandemic transformation 
period, with the entire market adjusting to the rise of 
e-commerce and the new consumption habits now formed.  

Either you use it as a compendium or as a Real Estate Yellow 
Pages, we at BUCHAREST REAL ESTATE CLUB surely hope it 
will enhance your access to more relevant information on the 
Bucharest market. 

By Despina Ponomarenco, Executive Director, 
BUCHAREST REAL ESTATE CLUB

EDITORIAL

BUCHAREST WILL NEVER
BE THE SAME AGAIN

IT IS NOW A BOLD, VIBRANT & 
MODERN CAPITAL, WHOSE FACELIFT 
IS DEFINITIVELY SET BY THE LATEST 

REAL ESTATE INVESTMENTS. 
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AT HOME OF TECH DECACORNS
ELROND AND UIPATH, 

OVER 3.5 BILLION ~ FOR A 
NEW FACE OF BUCHAREST 

Romania’s capital city is surely becoming one of the most dynamic 
IT hubs in the world. Built on a communist heritage of excellence in 
science and technical education, combined with Romanians’ strong 
language skills, the tech sector has developed rapidly, drawing 
with it an ever effervescent real estate market.  

IT Leader in Europe
The top 50 largest technology companies in Romania, which develop 
software and digital solutions for group companies or for third 
parties, have increased in the last 10 years by approximately 4 times 
their turnover and teams in Romania, reaching a cumulative EUR 3 
bln. t/o and over 50.000 employees in 2019, according to a Cushman 
& Wakefield Echinox analysis. Most of these companies, such as 
Amazon, IBM, HP, Microsoft or Oracle, are also in top largest 
technology companies globally, which reconfirms Romania’s position 
among the most dynamic IT hubs in the world. 

Bucharest was ranked on the 7th position in the Top 25 Tech Cities of 
the Future 2020/2021, compiled by FDI Intelligence, a Financial 
Times service. The combination of talent, capital and infrastructure 
put Romania's Capital in front of other cities such as Barcelona, 
Madrid, Stockholm or Frankfurt.

With 5.5% contribution to Romania’s GDP overall formation in 2019, 
the technology sector has become an important pillar of the national 
economy, but also of the real estate market, given that companies in 
this industry have been the most active office occupier in the last 
decade. 

The average net salaries of Romanian employees working in the data technology sector 
were about 1.600 EUR in May 2020, among the highest in the Romanian economy, but among 
the lowest in the IT industry worldwide, maintaining the local market extremely competitive 
in terms of wage costs. Moreover, UiPath is not the only Romanian unicorn, as just recently 
The Elrond Blockchain, developed by a local start-up, has announced it has exceeded the 
evaluation of USD 1 bln.  

In this context, international and local investors are currently developing innovative office, 
residential, mixed-use and logistic projects, totally reshaping Romania’s Capital City.

According to BUCHAREST REAL ESTATE CLUB (BREC) data, total investments of 
approximately EUR 3.5 billion have been injected in Bucharest for projects with delivery 
dates 2020-2023. The socialist heritage of large industrial platforms and decrepit land stock 
of the city, located centrally and with good access to public transportation, make way to new, 
modern real estate developments. 

Increasing the Capital` Worth  
One of the most active developers in Bucharest is Romanian owned One United Properties, 
a company that right now has 8 active construction sites. With a market value of over € 1.1 
billion, the company's portfolio includes over 2.000 exclusive residential units and Class A + 
office space. 

Bucharest is more and more appealing to numerous international investors, one such 
example being the Austrian-based CA Immo. Since 2001, the real estate market in 
Bucharest has been very promising and one of the most important strategic locations for CA 
Immo. Other international investors include Vastint, Immofinz, S IMMO, Skanska, Gran Via, 
WDP, Speedwell or P3, Romanian real estate market attracting more and more international 
cash. 

South African, USA, Singapore, China, Israel, together with the already established investors 
from Austria, Sweden, Spain or Benelux have become more and more active in Bucharest.   

“UiPath was 
founded in 

Bucharest, which 
was the 

springboard to our 
global 

development. 
We have found 

here the necessary 
infrastructure and 

modern offices, 
but most 

importantly top 
skilled talents who 

contributed to 
taking the UiPath 

story to each 
continent,” says 

Elisabeta Bosneag, 
Head of Global Real 

Estate, UiPath, for 
BUCHAREST REAL 

ESTATE CLUB.  

4.5 BLN. EUR

20 MIL. EUR 1.000 

Romania`s business services industry t/o

yearly growth of investments in IT new IT companies each year

* Sources: Invest Romania Government Structure, ANIS 

3.5 BLN. EUR +80 BLN. EUR
active investments in real estate projects 
in Bucharest (2020 – 2023)

EU agreed post pandemic aid for Romania – 
investments in development and 
infrastructure
(2021 – 2027)

* Source: BUCHAREST REAL ESTATE CLUB data
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The former major communist industrial platforms are making way for 
new, vibrant urban developments. One United Properties with its major 
two projects One Floreasca City, One Cotroceni Park, Vastint’s Timpuri Noi 
Square, Fosta Fabrica by Lithuanian investor Hanner or Estoria City 
developed by three Romanian investors are just some examples of 
modern landmarks of Bucharest. 

300 MIL. € FOR CENTRAL BUSINESS DISTRICT FACELIFT 
Calea Victoriei in Bucharest, the 2.8-kilometer-long artery between Piata 
Victoriei and Piata Natiunilor Unite, will continue to grow as an office and 
hotel hub in the upcoming years, with developers planning to build 7 new 
office buildings and 6 hotels by 2022, with a total investment value 
exceeding EUR 300 million threshold, according to an analysis of 
Cushman & Wakefield Echinox. 

700 MIL. € IN NEW OFFICE HUBS:  FOCUS ON HEALTH & SAFETY 
Office sector is impacted by COVID and remote work, with a decrease of 
36% in transactions for 2020 vs 2019 according to JLL data. Some projects 
are converted into residential, but investments in new office hubs have not 
been stopped. Barbu-Vacarescu, Pipera, Bucharest Center-West, 
Center-South, Baneasa and Expozitiei are some of the most effervescent 
areas with projects such as Globalworth Square, Equilibrium by Skanska, 
Globalworth Campus, U Center by Forte Partners, The Light by River 
Development, Campus by Skanska, Miro by Speedwell, J8 Office Park by 
Portland, @Expo by Atenor. Developers are also investing in old properties 
to update them for today’s standards: Bucharest Business Park by CA 
IMMO, myhive by Immofinaz or One North Gate by One United Properties 
are just some examples. 

Post – pandemic office trends: 
• Innovation: touchless technology & prop-tech 
• Efficiency: geothermal systems & photovoltaic  
 roofs 
• Access via Blue-tooth and NFC technologies 
• BREEAM/ LEED & WELL certifications turn  
 into standard 
• Focus on air quality: air handling units with  
 in-built humidification and innovative air   
 disinfection technologies 

New Infrastructure Investments  

Following Covid-19 pandemic, the EU 
agreed an EUR 80 bln. aid for Romania to 
come over a period of 7 years and this is 
expected to considerably improve 
infrastructure. 

In fact, 2020 has seen the launch of a 
much-awaited infrastructure program, 
the M5 subway line connecting the 
center with the west part of Bucharest. 
According to Cushman & Wakefield 
Echinox, the new subway line 
inaugurated in September 2020 will 
shorten the travelling time for 150.000 
Bucharest inhabitants who live near the 
10 newly built stations, also offering a 
quick travel alternative for almost 20.000 
employees working in companies whose 
office buildings’ headquarters are 
located in this respective area. 

“The office market in Romania is growing fast 
and evolves from year to year: landlords offer 
modern sustainable, efficient buildings adapted 
to all kind of working needs. Bucharest is an 
emerging city which I can strongly recommend 
for business and living,” says Sebastian Metz, 
General Manager, AHK Romania – the Romanian 
– German Chamber of Commerce & Industry. 

RESIDENTIAL SALES STAY IMMUNE: 1 BLN. € IN NEW 
PROJECTS   
Residential sector performs over expectations with total sales 
in 2020 up by 19% vs 2019 according to data of the National 
Cadastre Agency. The result is even more worth mentioning, 
given the 2 months of total lockdown in the spring of 2020. 
Moreover, Eurostat statistics show that 45,8% of the Romanian 
population live in overcrowded homes. Given this context, both 
local and international developers continue their investment in 
new and modern residential units. BUCHAREST REAL ESTATE  
CLUB has gathered data for over 50 projects (delivered in 2020 
or under development up to 2023 in Bucharest),  totaling 1 
billion EUR investments.  

RETAIL: SHIFT TOWARDS PROXIMITY & MIXED – USE 
One of the hardest hit sectors by Covid-19 pandemic context is 
retail, due to the lockdown and other restrictions in 2020. 
According to CBRE Romania research, 88% of the retailers 
mentioned loss of sales and 84% stated difficulty to meet 
financial obligations. Under this context, new developments 
target either proximity model or integration in mixed-use 
schemes. 
Notable developments in Bucharest, with 2021 inauguration 
dates are the extension of Colosseum shopping center (30 
million EUR investment) and Fashion House Pallady by 
Liebrecht & wood (25 million EUR). Retailers in search of new 
expansion opportunities find valuable offers within mixed-use 
developments. Such is the case of One Cotroceni Park, the 
largest project under construction in Bucharest. The office and 
residential components (10.000 people working and living here) 
will be served by a 15.000 sqm gallery. 

LOGISTICS, THE NEW SHINING STAR  
With the increase of e-commerce boosted during pandemic, 
logistic segment is the new star of the real estate market. The 
total Romanian stock exceeds 5 mil. sqm, with about 50% of the 
stock Bucharest. 

BUCHAREST REAL ESTATE CLUB estimates investments of 
approx. 200 million EUR by investors such as WDP (Stefanesti & 
Dragomiresti) CTP (CTPark Bucharest North), P3 (P3 
Bucharest A1), Element Industrial (the logistic hub in Buftea – 
Chitila with Eli Park 1, 2 and 3 and Eli Xpress) or Global Vision. 
Brokers` data show a record leasing activity of almost 900.000 
sqm leased during 2020, with the biggest increase coming from 
pharma, ecommerce and FMCG sectors. The delivery pipeline 
is estimated at 700.000 sqm for 2021, with 50% of new 
deliveries in Bucharest. The total Romanian logistic stock will 
exceed 8 mil. sqm in 5 years’ time, as per market centralized 
data. 
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2020 was dominated by the COVID-19 pandemic, which severely impacted every nation’s economy, no matter how developed. Romania 
was found on a steady upward path, with GDP annual growth of 4.1% in 2019 but estimations at the end of the third quarter are quite 
inauspicious, translating into a negative growth of 5.5% YoY and an overall yearly growth of minus 4.6%. When comparing with the Euro 
area, if up to 2020 Romania had annual GPD increase above the Eurozone average, for the entire 2021 a positive recovery is forecasted for 
both sides, but the Eurozone is estimated to have a greater spike.

Smarter, Greener, Better 

With a total green buildings stock exceeding 250 buildings already in 
Romania according to data by green building consultant BuildGreen, the 
environment will be an even more important focus starting 2021. 
The EU`s Energy Performance of Buildings Directive imposes measures 
that will accelerate the rate of building renovation, strengthen the energy 
performance of new buildings and make them smarter. 
In this context, we expect to see more integration of information and 
communication technology (ICT) and smart technologies to ensure 
buildings operate efficiently.  

Looking at international forecasts, Romania offers a good perspective on 
the long run. While 2020 decline is estimated at 4.8% by The International 
Monetary Fund, the institution forecasts an economic growth of 4.6%. 

Source: Oxford Economics, CBRE House View, CBRE Research, Q3 2020
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INTRO

Vision. Community value. Abandoned areas of the city facelifted 
and re-introduced in the urban economic & lifestyle circuit. 
These are the main traits of the urban regeneration projects, the 
most significant investments in the recent Bucharest real estate 
market, estimated by BUCHAREST REAL ESTATE CLUB at a 
more than of EUR 600 M. 

Advancing the concept of polycentric city in Bucharest, the 
urban renewal projects are conceived as micro – cities 
developed on former industrial sites, which are subsequently 
given back to the city. These projects envision the radical 
transformation of decrepit areas of Bucharest, with investors 
taking charge of the surrounding infrastructure and green 
landscaping as well, in unprecedented real estate developments 
that actually drive change on everything around them.   
Through contemporary architecture and exquisite sustainable 
building features, most of them benefitting from international 
green building certifications, these projects are clearing out the 
blighted areas and create opportunities for higher class 
housing, businesses and more.

The main and most important impact of the urban 
redevelopment investments is the restoration of the economic 
viability in their areas, by activating the communities around 
them, by raising the overall real estate value of the surrounding 
neighborhood and by encouraging new business start-ups. 

A good legal framework in the town planning field (the long 
expected “PUG” of Bucharest) has to balance out the interests of 
the existing real estate owners in a specific area of the city with 
those of the real estate investors, so as to ensure both a flexible 
and swift authorization process, on the one hand, and prevent 
out-of-context buildings, on the other hand.”

Roxana Dudau 
Associated Partner, Noerr

“Mixed-use projects are the 
most suitable type of projects 
for creating communities, if not 
indispensable altogether for 
bringing new life to a specific 
neighbourhood. 

+600 M € 

BUCHAREST FACELIFT: 
URBAN RENEWAL
PROJECTS 
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MAJOR 

ONE COTROCENI PARK
MIXED – USE PROPERTY 
URBAN REDEVELOPMENT OF FORMER VENTILATORUL 
INDUSTRIAL PLATFORM 
Delivery: 2021

ONE FLOREASCA CITY
MIXED – USE PROPERTY 
URBAN REDEVELOPMENT OF FORMER FORD FACTORY 
Delivery: 2021 
 

 

TIMPURI NOI SQUARE
OFFICE PARK
URBAN REDEVELOPMENT OF FORMER TIMPURI NOI 
INDUSTRIAL PLATFORM
Delivery: Completed

Hanner
FOSTA FABRICA
MIXED – USE PROPERTY
URBAN REDEVELOPMENT OF FORMER GRIVITA
BEER FACTORY
Delivery: 2021

URBAN
RENEWAL
PROJECTS  IN BUCHAREST

ENTIRE REAL ESTATE SOLUTIONS
ESTORIA CITY
MIXED - USE DEVELOPMENT
URBAN REDEVELOPMENT OF FORMER
POLICOLOR FACTORY

BUCHAREST REAL ESTATE CLUB 
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ONE FLOREASCA CITY:
ULTIMATE SOPHISTICATION & 

INCREASE OF COMMUNITY VALUE 
THROUGH URBAN REDEVELOPMENT 

 Given the economic boom of the 1930s, the American company, 
Ford, decided to build the production hall on Floreasca Road in 
1935, and the following year the production of the Ford V8 was 
inaugurated. The manufacture was about 2,500 V8 cars and trucks 
annually and the assemble line footage was the most modern in 
this part of Europe. The Americans produced cars until the 
beginning of the war and in 1948 the company was nationalized. 
During the communist regime, the company functioned under the 
name of “Automatica”. After the fall of the communism system, the 
factory ended its glory days and finally production was stopped. For 
20 years the former factory has not been used and has suffered 
severe degradation. 

Romanian developer One United Properties together with Auchan 
bought the entire property and is to transform it into a modern and 
sophisticated mixed-use development: One Floreasca City, 
comprising of offices, residential and retail. 

 The former factory will be restored, keeping the original façade, 
and is to be converted in an Auchan boutique retail with emphasis 
on creative leisure courses and launches of gourmet products, 
team-building retreats and general social interactions. It will be a 
unique in Romania innovative retail and food-hall concept. To 
respect the heritage of the property, the investor will use for the 
interior design vintage Ford models, some of them produced in the 
inter-war years at Bucharest. An additional office tower and three 
residential blocks will complete this innovative development, 
strategically located at the junction of Floreasca and Mircea Eliade 
streets, just five minutes from the Romanian Government in 
Victoriei Sq. 

The entire project will be built on a 2.8-hectare plot, out of which 
30% will represent green areas. Additionally, the developer will 
include pedestrian alleys, relaxing areas and a playground. The 
new real estate development returns the abandoned area to the 
public circuit, the project following to be opened for the entire 
community, with exclusive pedestrian traffic. 

The developer transferred to the 
Municipality the ownership rights for 
1,000 sq. m and will budget 1 million 
Euro for infrastructure investments: 
Floreasca Road will be enlarged from 
4 to 6 lanes; a new traffic solution and 
traffic light will be implemented at the 
junction of Mircea Eliade and 
Floreasca roads, 

Work are underway at the office and residential towers, 
while the construction permit for restoring the former Ford 
factory was just granted. Through architecture, innovative 
and ecological building technologies, design concept and 
facilities, One Tower will bring a new standard in terms of 
luxury developments on the Bucharest office market. The 

building obtained LEED V4 
pre-certification, the best 
performance on the Romanian 
market. The residential component, 
One Mircea Eliade, is 90% sold and 
registered the most expensive 
apartment: a 1,000 sqm penthouse 
was sold for the record amount of 6.8 
million Euro + VAT. 

The necessary investment for the 
development of the entire property 
compound is 100 million Euro, the 
investors taking the challenge to 
deliver a state of the art 
multifunctional project, where 
inter-war architecture blends with 
the contemporary one, all the 
buildings following to respect the 
latest construction innovations and 
green building standards, for a 
minimum impact upon the 
environment.  

Bucharest hides many architectural jewels 
inside its central area, build during the interwar 
years, a flourishing period for Romania.  

“ONE FLOREASCA 
CITY OFFERS A 

PLACE TO MEET, 
TO ENTERTAIN, TO 

SHARE AND
LOOK FOR 

OPPORTUNITIES 
TO COLLABORATE. 

Name of the project:
One Floreasca City  
Type: Mixed-use 

Location
159-165
Floreasca Road 

Delivery:
Q4 2020 

A EUR 100 MIL. INVESTMENT, ONE FLOREASCA CITY CREATES A NEW DESTINATION 
FOR THE CITY, WHILE ENHANCING THE NEIGHBORHOOD’S GREEN AND RELAXING 
CHARACTER.
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One Mircea Eliade, is 90% sold and 
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apartment: a 1,000 sqm penthouse 
was sold for the record amount of 6.8 
million Euro + VAT. 

The necessary investment for the 
development of the entire property 
compound is 100 million Euro, the 
investors taking the challenge to 
deliver a state of the art 
multifunctional project, where 
inter-war architecture blends with 
the contemporary one, all the 
buildings following to respect the 
latest construction innovations and 
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Name of the project:
One Floreasca City  
Type: Mixed-use 

Location
159-165
Floreasca Road 

Delivery:
Q4 2020 
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Product type:
mixed-use                                       

Developer:
One United Properties                       

 

Land to be developed: 5,8 hectares   

Area:  Central-West 
Community: 12,000 people working & living 
At a glance: 74,000 sqm offices, 20,000 sqm retail & 
754 apartments

URBAN RENEWAL PROJECTS BUCHAREST REAL ESTATE CLUB 

ONE COTROCENI PARK:  
LEADING THE 

TRANSFORMATION OF 
BUCHAREST

There’s a Romanian real estate developer that creates magic in 
the city since 2007. The company started to develop high-end 
residential units and approached new segments of the market. 
Part of their strategy is to revitalize old, industrial sites by 
transforming them into mixed-use projects with multiple 
benefits. As is the case for One Cotroceni Park. We're talking 
about One United Properties here.

First was Icar, a Romanian aeronautical construction company, 
which operated between 1932 and 1951. Here, several types of 
Romanian and licensed aircraft and gliders were manufactured, 
including the well-known ICAR Inoversal Acrobatic and biloc 
aircraft, intended for school, training, and tourism.

In 1951, the plant was transformed into the enterprise for 
industrial fan installations that is known nowadays as the 
Ventilatorul. Today, the story goes on. And here, One United 
Properties is building, on the former Ventilatorul site, a 
multi-functional development including a business park with 
retail spaces servicing the ground floor and a residential 
condominium with apartments built at high standards.

Located on Progresului Street, near Academia Militarã metro 
station, One Cotroceni Park is revitalizing  the former industrial 
area in the middle of the Capital, taking into account that within 
a radius of one kilometer there are important objectives such as 
Cotroceni Palace, Botanical Garden, Military Academy, The 
Palace of Parliament or the JW Marriott Hotel.

The business park concept is unique on the office market in 

The area where One United Properties is developing One Cotroceni 
Park ensures access to multiple facilities and amenities: The 
Botanical Garden is just 10 minutes away, while the largest shopping 
center in Romania is just in the immediate vicinity with numerous 
options for shopping, restaurants, cinema, and fitness.

Also, the positioning within the main ring of the city offers easy access 
to city center Unirii & Victoriei Square and Henri Coandã International 

Airport, with multiple public 
transportation facilities for 
employees. 

The entire project is 
estimated to host up to 
12,000 people working and 
living, being directly 
connected to M6 Academiei 
Station. One Cotroceni Park 
will be built under the 
global underground parking 
concept, with over 10 access 
and exit ways, thus allowing 
the ground level to be used 
for green spaces and 
facilities. 

 

One Cotroceni 
Park is planned 

under the 
Live/Work/Play 

concept, offering 
various services 

to the community 
working and 

living here: green 
areas, running 
tracks, coffee 

shops & 
restaurants, 

cleaning, 
pharmacy, 

kindergarten.

Bucharest and will offer flexible office space, with access to green 
areas, suspended gardens, but also a variety of services developed 
around the concept of "wellbeing" and the quality of the work 
environment, areas for outdoor activities, including gym with pool, 
a retail gallery with an area of 20,000 square meters, comparable 
to that of a mall. 
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INTRO

TIRIAC TOWER:
A NEW ELEGANT PREMIUM
LANDMARK IN CBD

Bucharest CBD

In the heart of Bucharest CBD, Tiriac Group is changing the face of Bucharest, 
through its latest real estate office development, Tiriac Tower. 

“We have designed Tiriac Tower as a strong and reliable building, with 
exceptional attention to quality and unrivalled focus on details, in order to create 
a new landmark for the City”, the company officials say and the result is a 
timelessly elegant, yet highly functional premium office building that will offer 
an excellent experience to the tenants and to all people working here. And due 
to the focus on its clients, fact that represents an intrinsic value of the company, 
Tiriac Imobiliare is the first real estate developer in Romania to have initiated 
the WELL Health-Safety certification procedure for the whole real estates 
portfolio, a system introduced by the International WELL Building Institute 
(IWBI), that helps landlords adapt their buildings to the Covid-19 reality. 

Development type: Office Building                                     
Developer: Tiriac Imobiliare                           
GLA: 16.500 sqm  
Amenities and facilities: underground parking, bicycle parking racks, dedicated changing 
rooms equipped with showers and lockers
Area: Central Business District                                  
Green Certification: Green LEED GOLD Core & Shell pre-certified
Well certification: WELL Health-Safety certification



MAJOR 

ONE TOWER / IN ONE FLOREASCA CITY 
Property type: office 
GLA: 24.000 sqm
Delivery: 2021 

ONE MIRCEA ELIADE / IN ONE FLOREASCA CITY 
Property type: residential
Delivery: 2021

TIRIAC TOWER 
Property type: office 
GLA: 16.500 sqm
Delivery: 2021

THE MARK
Property type: office 
GLA: 43.000 sqm
Delivery: completed

EMINESCU OFFICES
Property type: office 
GLA: 7.000 sqm
Delivery: completed

MENDELEEV OFFICES
Property type: office 
GLA: 4.500 sqm
Delivery: completed

DACIA 1 
Property type: office
GLA: 15.000 sqm
Delivery:  2021

Forte Partners    
MATEI MILLO OFFICES
Property type: office
GLA: 9.000 sqm
Delivery:  2021

Forte Partners    
TANDEM OFFICE BUILDING
Property type: office
GLA: 15.000 sqm
Delivery:  2021

Calea Victoriei in Bucharest, the main artery in Bucharest CBD, will continue to grow as an office and hotel hub in the upcoming 
years, with developers planning to build 7 new office buildings and 6 hotels, with a total investment exceeding EUR 300 mil. 

CENTRAL
BUSINESS DISTRICT
FACELIFT

BUCHAREST REAL ESTATE CLUB 

Hagag     
H VICTORIEI 109 
Property type: office
GLA: 7.300 sqm
Delivery: completed

Hagag     
H TUDOR ARGHEZI 21
Property type: office
GLA: 1.500 sqm
Delivery: completed

Globalworth 
LUTERANA OFFICES
Property type: office
GLA: 26.400 sqm
Delivery: in planning 

Private investor
CALEA VICTORIEI 222
Rooms no: 50
Delivery: in planning

Appex Alliance 
AUTOGRAPH BY MARRIOTT
Rooms no: 214, Delivery: 2021

Hoffman Autotech 
HOTEL PALAS 
Rooms no: 100, Delivery: 2021

Conlux 
GEORGES CLEMENCEAU 8-10
Rooms no: 100
Delivery: 2021

Niro 
GRAND HOTEL DU BOULEVARD 
Rooms no: 50
Delivery: 2021

Dayan Family 
OSCAR PALACE 
Rooms no: 250
Delivery: in planning

S+B Gruppe 
DOAMNEI 7-9-11
Property type: office
GLA: 20.000 sqm
Delivery: in planning 

Jupiter Group
GEORGE ENESCU 11
Property type: office
GLA: 4.600 sqm
Delivery: completed
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CENTRAL BUSINESS DISTRICT FACELIFT BUCHAREST REAL ESTATE CLUB 

NEAR VICTORIEI SQUARE,
THE MARK OFFICE BUILDING

IS TELLING ITS

STORY TO THE PEOPLE. OUT LOUD.

They say that if you're new in town, the first thing you should do is 
to introduce yourself to the people around you. And that's what the 
Austrian real estate developer S IMMO is doing with THE MARK, its 
new office space inaugurated last year, on Calea Griviþei. 

Situated in an area which has played a significant role in the rise of 
Bucharest - an economic, social, and cultural magnet that draws 
people to live and work here, THE MARK is providing a visual 
reference point across a wide area of the city. It is an urban 
landmark fixing the location and setting a new standard for 
superior office buildings in Bucharest. We are talking about a 
space where technology increases the level of comfort and 
streamlines the processes for which it is used. 

More specifically, with a smart and weather-responsive facade of 
the tower that has a dual role, to ensure a uniform light inside 
during the day and to reduce the energy consumption of the 
building - while outside it communicates to passers-by fragments 
of The Mark's story. The THISPLAY interdisciplinary creative studio, 
specialized in projects that combine design and art with 
technology, took care of the project concept on the facade. The idea 
from which they started was the integration in the context of the 
new space, the establishment of the first connections with the 
passers-by and the place. „With The Mark, being the new building 
in town, we wanted to present our company to the people. So, we 
connected to the building management system to display 
oversized letters, using the smart blinds on the facade. Each letter 
is uploaded to the internet in real-time.

Thus, the building is transformed into an immediate display 
system, which communicates with the people of Bucharest”, said 
the representatives of S IMMO. The backbone of the building is 

made of reliable technology. Specifically, a wide range of energy-efficient 
service installations, coordinated by intelligent control functions, ensure 
low energy consumption. 

The Austrian real estate developer S IMMO., which also owns the Novotel 
hotel, the Sun Plaza Mall and the adjacent office buildings, Sun Offices, 
inaugurated a new office space on Calea Griviþei: THE MARK was 
developed at the edge of the city’s CBD. The area has undergone a major 
infrastructure work, meant to link CBD with the Parliament House 
through a 4 lane boulevard. The location is excellently served by public 
transportation facilities, including 2 metro stations – Victoriei and Gara de 
Nord, and also enjoys easy access to the airport. In the immediate vicinity 
of the building, there are a wide range of restaurants as well as hotels: 
IBIS, Radisson, Minerva, Sheraton.

The Mark reached a total investment estimated at 66 million euro and is 
also BREEAM Excellent 
certificated. The project has a 
total built area of 43,000 m2, 
comprised in two-class A+ 
office buildings – a 14 floors 
tower and a 6-level podium 
building. Situated in the 
center of the city and, 
therefore, offers all the 
advantages of an urban 
lifestyle.

Employees can reach the 
location comfortably and 
conveniently. They work in a 
modern, inspiring office and 
can enjoy the cosmopolitan 
and vibrant atmosphere of 
the area during breaks or 
after work.

The interior concept of 
THE MARK is signed by 

the nonconformist 
Italian artist Aldo 
Giannotti. His site 

specific intervention 
‘flight of steps’, 

consisting of drawings 
and performative 

activation, offers new 
ways to relate to the 

building.  

Development type: office building 

Developer: S IMMO 

Area: Central Business District

Investment: 66 million EUR 

Major tenants: Deloitte, WPP, Infosys, 
Dentons, Hotspot

Green Certification: BREEAM Excellent
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Development type: office building 

Developer: S IMMO 

Area: Central Business District

Investment: 66 million EUR 
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Green Certification: BREEAM Excellent
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THE SKY IS NO LONGER THE LIMIT

CENTRAL BUSINESS DISTRICT FACELIFT BUCHAREST REAL ESTATE CLUB 

ONE TOWER
IN ONE FLOREASCA CITY:

If you walk past the Mircea Eliade boulevard, on the crossroad with 
Calea Floreasca and look upwards, you will see One Tower, the 
iconic gateway to One Floreasca City. The business tower is one of 
the most expected office developments, due to the “5 - stars hotel” 
experience it will offer to the tenants and visitors. 

The building provides 24.000 sqm built area above ground, Class A 
office accommodation served by 3 underground levels in a total 
15.136 sqm built area. One Tower is one of the 4 buildings in the 
One Floreasca City project that revitalizes the entire Floresca area 
and each building is designed to operate independently, but with a 
shared courtyard and access. The office building is leased to law 
firms, media & advertising or real estate companies and is to host 
THE ONE Excellence Center, unique space created to enhance the 
business experience.  

The developer`s goal is to introduce innovations and meet their 
clients' requirements and standards.  One Tower has received, 
from the US Green Building Council, the LEED v4 Core & Shell 
pre-certification at Platinum level. This is the best performance a 
building in the construction phase on the Romanian market has 
ever obtained and also the most rigorous in terms of sustainable 
and green building development. 

One Tower will benefit from the entire One Floreasca City mix 
development, which promotes a pedestrian built environment 
between the 3 residential buildings in the premises and a services, 
retail or restaurants located at their ground floor. No cars will be 
allowed on the pedestrian area between the buildings. One Tower 
is one of One United Properties' most ambitious project, based on 
its structural, technological and engineering solutions. 

One Floreasca City is the 1st internationally awarded Romanian real 
estate project

For One Floreasca City, One United Properties received the “Best 
International Award in Sustainable Residential Development” prestigious 
award in London, at the International Property Awards 2019-2020. So far, 
no other real estate project in Romania has won such a prestigious 
international distinction.

One Floreasca City involves 3 components, integrated in an open project: 
the former Ford factory in the premises will be restored and modernized, 
to convert into a contemporary retail space operated by Auchan Romania, 
a class A office building – One Tower and 3 exclusive buildings of design 
apartments – One Mircea Eliade. 

The entire project will be built 
on a 2.8-hectare plot, out of 
which 30% will represent 
green areas. The developer 
transferred the ownership 
rights for 1.000 sqm to the 
Municipality and will budget 
EUR 1 mil. for infrastructure 
investments: Floreasca Road 
will be enlarged from 4 to 6 
lanes; a new traffic solution 
and traffic light will be 
implemented at the junction 
of Mircea Eliade and 
Floreasca roads, the junction 
of Floreasca and Glynka 
roads will be upgraded

“One Tower brings a 
new standard of 

working in Bucharest 
Downtown: latest 

technologies, bold 
design and Floreasca 
park green oasis, just 

near the building,” 

Mihai Paduroiu, CEO 
of the Office Division, 

One United Properties.  

Product type:
Office building                                     

Developer: One United Properties                           

GLA: 24.000 sqm  

Amenities and facilities: restaurant, 
coffee-shop, Floreasca Park, Auchan 
concept store  

Area: Central Business District

Green Certification: Platinum LEED v4 
Core & Shell pre-certified
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Product type:
residential compound                                                                              

Developer:
One United Properties

 

Number of units: 247
Mix of apartments: studios, one-three 
bedrooms & penthouses 
Various facilities & amenities

BUCHAREST REAL ESTATE CLUB 

NEW
RECORDS

IN HIGH – END 
RESIDENTIAL

Did you know that, in the autumn of 2019, One United Properties 
sold a penthouse with a price of EUR 6.8 mil.? The apartment area 
is over 1,000 sqm and will have a 9 meters long pool, right next to 
the 7 meters height living room. 

It is part of One Mircea Eliade, the residential project located 
downtown and setting new records on the Bucharest luxury 
market. State-of-the-art living is all about an entire mix of facilities 
and amenities. Imagine you’re surrounded by spectacular park 
views, in an apartment made in a unique architectural concept, 
with premium finishes, secured access, exclusive community 
residents and the unique location right near a green oasis: 
Floreasca park and lake. That’s what One Mircea Eliade project is 
all about. Part of the innovative One Floreasca City mixed-use real 
estate project currently developed by One United Properties, One 
Mircea Eliade is an expression of world-class modernism, 
sustainability and neighborhood integration. 

This one-of-a-kind project is located in the area of 
Primaverii-Floreasca, on the border of Floreasca Park and has 247 
exclusive Design Apartments in 3 towers (GF+15, GF+15, GF+20). 
Everybody knows that Floreasca is one of the most beautiful and 
heritage areas in Bucharest. And in the past years the whole 
neighborhood has been revitalized by many urban redevelopment 
projects, including the investment in new green areas and the 
restoration of Floreasca Market. 

One Floreasca City is the first real estate project in Romania to hold 
a prestigious international prize – the best international project in 
the category "sustainable residential development" from 
International Property Awards. So far, no other real estate project 

in Romania has won such a prestigious international distinction. ENTER 

Like every building developed by One United Properties, this new 
structure will also integrate an energetically efficient plan, with a Green 
certificate and minimal impact on the environment. The investment will 
not only refer to the buildings, but to the entire area as well, hence the 
road infrastructure will be improved and 1,200 parking spaces will be 
created for the traffic to become more fluid. 

One Floreasca City is a 
reference for both the 
Romanian market and the 
company, as a team, being 
the epicenter of creativity and 
innovation. From the very 
beginning, One Floreasca 
City was designed as a 
community-oriented project 
organically integrating 
landmark design 
apartments, contemporary 
offices and common spaces 
dedicated both to residents 
and the entire community as 
well. 

The project had, from its first 
concept, a tremendous 
potential: a brand-new 
mixed-use space right in the 
center of an ascending 
European capital. One 
Floreasca City represents a 
more expansive approach to 
the mixed-used concept, 
being a deliverer of social 
cohesion.

An urban, 
residential 

jewelry, the 
ULTIMATE 

LIFESTYLE 
STANDARD 
that offers 

unparalleled 
views above 

the city

CENTRAL BUSINESS DISTRICT FACELIFT

ONE MIRCEA ELIADE IN ONE FLOREASCA CITY
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EMINESCU Offices
FEEL THE VIBE

OF THE CITY!

A new, modern and sustainable building within the 
historical landscape of Bucharest, Eminescu Offices 
represents an architectural challenge aiming to 
regenerate the Downtown urban neighborhood and 
convert it into a unique business hub, surrounded by 
Icoanei and Ioanid Parks and all the major city 
landmarks, educational, accommodation, food and 
entertaining points.

Developed by Akcent Development, Eminescu 
Offices distinguishes itself as a class A office 
building located near a vibrant area, Romana 
Square, one of the main transportation hub in 
Bucharest, renowned both for its top universities 
and facilities for young people and the quiet streets 
with exquisite restaurants and embassies. 

The building offers 7 levels of office workplace 
spaces, a ground floor with 575 sqm leasable retail 
area and 81 underground parking units, with 
electric charging stations. The 7.000 sqm project 
was built with a high level of interior comfort, 
blending the latest construction technology and 
materials with a great care towards the 
environment and intelligent utilities consumption. 

Akcent Development holds over 20 years of 
experience both in the country and on international 
markets in the field of civil and industrial 
construction, finishing, repairs, consolidations, 
renovations, redevelopments and rehabilitation. 

CENTRAL BUSINESS DISTRICT FACELIFT

MENDELEEV Office 5:
THE CHARM OF BOUTIQUE BUILDINGS 

DOWNTOWN BUCHAREST 

When you walk by Downtown Bucharest, among old, historical 
buildings one can see how new, contemporary properties 
integrate in the eclectic architecture of Bucharest. Such is the 
case of Mendeleev Office 5, a boutique office building located 
near Amzei Square, minutes away from probably the 
best-known artery of Bucharest: Calea Victoriei. 

The design of the building facilitates the access of natural light 
and the golden filtering exterior facade fits the vibe of the Down-
town area. The project includes circulating terraces, integrated 
intelligent technologies, architecturally designed and integrat-
ed hybrid air conditioning system, thermal insulation and 
motorized windows. The terraces from the 3rd and 8th floor 
offer a panoramic view of Bucharest’s downtown, being created 
to stimulate the tenants' creativity.

The building benefits from easy access to public transportation 
means, the Piata Romana metro station and many bus lines 
located within a 5 minutes’ walk. The area is also known for its 
variety of restaurants, cafes, hotels and cultural spaces such as 
the Romanian Athenaeum, the Central University Library or the 
National Museum of Art.

Mendeleev Office 5 has a leasable area of 4,500 sqm distributed 
on its ground floor and 8 floors. The underground parking has 
50 car spaces and is equipped with bicycle facilities and an 
electric charging station. Among the current tenants, the 
building hosts financial advisory, advertising or construction 
companies (Jazz Communication, Tud Investment Consulting, 
Aktor, Skin Media, In-tech Engineering, Sonar Project). 

Mendeleev Office 5 is developed by Akcent Development, which 
also owns the Eminescu Offices building, both being managed 
by Cushman & Wakefield Echinox. 

“The bold, golden, contemporary façade contrasts with 
the classical look of the surrounding buildings, 
creating an eclectic look right in the middle of the city,”

says Mihaela Petruescu, Head of Asset Services, 
Cushman & Wakefield Echinox. 
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ADN ARCHITECTURE:
THE NEW DESIGN OF 

BUCHAREST

The city is changing. And it needs to change. „Construction activity in Bucharest has increased over the last few years, and it looks 
promising”, both Andrei Șerbescu and Adrian Untaru say, co-founders of ADNBA, an internationally awarded local architecture firm 
established in 2003. They agree to favorable changes, with more focus from the developers’ side on cultivating sustainable design quality and 
greater attention to detail, as well as the impact on the environment and the local community.

“More and more projects (housing and offices) receive mixed functions and amenities, which connect the building with the public space 
and with the outdoor activities, along with a variety of health services 
and food areas for either the tenants or the residents. Developments 
are increasingly targeting the city's central area, which is good for a 
European metropolis such as Bucharest”, the two architects comment 
on the city’s development. 

The company’s portfolio had grown organically during the last years, 
including projects such as Splay Office Building, a boutique office 
development, Urban Spaces 2, a collection of overlapping, house-like 
apartments, Calderon 80, an exclusive five-storey building with 
floor-through apartments, featuring a highly detailed stone cladding 
façade and the building on Dragos Voda street, another set of custom 
apartments. For this year and the coming one, they have an important 
construction site for an office project. It consists of the development of 
two office buildings situated in the heart of Bucharest on Victory Avenue 
(Matei Millo and Tandem Building, also called - Sector Zero developed 
by Forte Partners. This is also an urban reconfiguration project. The 
ground floors of the buildings will comprise commercial spaces, bars, 
cafes and services creating a pedestrian area between Ion Câmpineanu 
and Matei Millo streets. 

ADNBA is currently involved in residential developments, offices and 
public projects. In all of these, they strive for a wider and wiser 
understanding of the city and its evolution, this being also the essential 
background for their thoughts, hopes and doubts. „But upon this 
background, what interests us most is the specific situation that each 
project and place bring us, together with its fragile ties to the people, 
the neighborhoods and their stories” they say.

Regarding the current pandemic situation, the two co-founders of 
ADNBA consider that architecture and the configuration of future public 
spaces will have to adapt and give an intelligent response. “Technology 
will play a significant role in the development of future spaces (indoor 
and outdoor) so that they can be adapted quickly to requirements and 
regulations, but it will not replace architecture’s immutable qualities”, 
they conclude. 

“The recent developments have a powerful 
impact on the city's image, testing the 
relationship between the old and the new 
parts of Bucharest,”

Andrei Șerbescu & Adrian Untaru, 
co-founders of ADNBA.

THE NEW FACE OF BUCHAREST  

DÉCOR FLOOR: 

RISING

More projects that contribute to smarter cities, integrated in a clear, long-term urban strategy, are needed in Romania. Because we all aim 
for a smart economy, smart mobility, a smart environment, smart people, smart living and smart governance. “This formula can transform 
Bucharest in a European capital, able to keep up with both new generations and latest technologies”, says Octavian Moroianu, Managing 
Partner at Decor Floor, regional leader in commercial floors. In his opinion, Bucharest still needs experienced investors and developers 
with expertise in complex architectural projects with features to improve the quality of life in the city.

The real estate developers on the local market are showing an increasingly 
large interest for investments in modern office buildings. This is why, today 
we live in a European capital where most of the buildings are Class A certified 
and two of them are rated among top ten greenest LEED certified office 
buildings in the world: Business Garden Bucharest C and Business Garden 
Bucharest B. These are projects where Decor Floor supplied and delivered 
floor finishes from its portfolio.

In the last 15 years, Decor Floor CEE became a major player in the commer-
cial flooring segment and a trustworthy partner in the real estate market. 
With a total turnover of EUR 10 mil. in 2020, Decor Floor delivered more than 
150.000 sq m of raised access floor systems for the most iconic office 
buildings in Bucharest, such as Globalworth Campus C, Þiriac Tower, 
Equilibrium Phase 1 by Skanksa and One Tower @ Floreasca City. Its target 
for 2021 is to contract a minimum of 120.000 sq m. of raised access floor 
systems. 

They say that an extremely important element for success consists in provid-
ing premium services and products for both local companies and for corpo-
rations on the local market as well. ”If we were to speak in terms of square 
meters, let’s say for carpet, most probably the number would be around 
145.000 sq m delivered in 2020 for tenants like PWC, NTT Data Romania, 
Royal Canin | Mars, and RPHI” Octavian Moroianu says.

Right now, one of their major ongoing projects is Þiriac Tower. Located in the 
heart of the city, for this project Decor Floor delivered and installed 12.800 sq 
m of raised access floor, 3.500 sq m of ceramic tiles and the works for the 
900 sq m of ventilated facades are ongoing.

”This is an important step forward that will allow us access the ventilated 
facades segment with more confidence. Today, we have projects signed 
under letters of intention for more than 25.000 sq m of ventilated facades, 
forecasted to be completed during 2021 – 2022”, concluded the Managing 
Partner of Decor Floor, Octavian Moroianu

“WE NOTICED A HIGH INTEREST IN 
VALUABLE WORKPLACES, ALIGNED TO 
THE MOST EMBRACED DESIGN TRENDS 
WORLDWIDE, LIKE BIOPHILIC AND 
WELLBEING”, OCTAVIAN MOROIANU.
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THE NEW OFFICE CLUSTERS

Competitiveness, great architecture and technical 
features, as well as sustainability are the key words 
defining the recent investments in office buildings in 
Bucharest. 

While traditional areas like the Central Business District and the 
North (Pipera) Business Hub have continued to grow, other new 
office hubs have been established in the past 5 years due to 
visionary investors who diversified the office offer in new areas of 
the city. Such is the case of Expozitiei, Bucharest South or 
Bucharest Center – West area. 

The new office clusters in Bucharest offer ultimate sophistication 
in terms of office design and quality, having defined a brand new, 
more sparkling face of Bucharest. Green certifications from LEED 
or BREEAM have become a standard, while the variety of 
amenities and retail offer at the buildings groundfloor is more and 
more competitive. 

Although pandemic has seen a slowdown in the office rental activi-
ty, the investment market has been active in 2020: almost EUR 1 
bln office portfolios have been transacted last year in Romania, 
with AFI Europe and S IMMO among the largest buyers.

LOOKING FORWARD
By Andreea Paun, Managing Partner, Griffes

Tenants Demand Flexibility & Outdoor Spaces
Tenants are asking for flexibility and more outdoor spaces, which are 
more expensive to create, yet beneficial for long hours spent at work. 
Worth mentioning that the 8-9 months of clear skies under the 
Romanian temperate climate are essentially quite offering in terms 
of a hybrid model – working outdoors and indoors. 

Flexibility
If until this year, office tenants, especially in hi-tech sectors, were 
looking for stability of the workplace and space for growth, flexibility 
became the key word more recently. Flexibility both in terms of 
contractual duration and surfaces. In order to be able to 
accommodate these requests, landlords are starting to implement 
within their projects a co-working compartment, such as entire 
floors where tenants benefit from a turnkey office space for a 
potentially shorter term.

Less available spaces by 2022-2023
Whilst in 2021 the projects that started the construction before the 
sanitary crisis will be delivered, for 2022 and 2023 we expect a 
slowdown in the pace of deliveries. Actually, that can even trigger a 
void in availability of spaces and only the robust developers that kept 
the rhythm will stay in the game by that time.
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BUCHAREST REAL ESTATE CLUB 

1. ONE COTROCENI PARK
Delivery: 2021 
GLA: 80.000 sqm

2. ORHIDEEA TOWERS 
Delivery: completed
GLA: 37.000

3. BUSINESS GARDEN
Delivery: completed
GLA: 43.000 sqm
 
4. TIMPURI NOI SQUARE (phase 2)
Delivery: 2022
GLA: 50.000 sqm  
165 Splaiul Unirii 

9. MIRO OFFICES
Delivery: 2021
GLA: 23.000 sqm

10. Globalworth 
CAMPUS C 
Delivery:  completed
GLA: 32.000 sqm

11. Globalworth     
GLOBALWORTH SQUARE 
GLA:  30.000 sqm 
Delivery: 2021 

12. ANA Holding
ANA TOWER OFFICES
Delivery: completed
GLA: 34.000 sqm

13. Forte Partners 
THE BRIDGE (III) 
Delivery: completed
GLA: 21.000 sqm

14 . Skanska  
CAMPUS 6.4  
Delivery: 2022 
GLA: 22.000 sqm 

15. Skanska
SKANSKA EQUILIBRIUM 2
Delivery: 2022
GLA: 20.000 sqm     

16. Portland Trust
J8 Office Park 
Delivery: 2021  
GLA: 45.000 sqm

17. Anchor
METROPOL PLAZA
Delivery: completed
GLA: 34.000 sqm

18. TENOR
@EXPO
Delivery: 2021
GLA: 49.000 sqm

19. Forte Partners
U CENTER 
Delivery: 2022
GLA: 63.000 sqm

THE NEW
OFFICE CLUSTERS
IN BUCHAREST

5. THE LIGHT 2&3
Delivery: 2022
GLA: 71.000 sqm

6. BBP – BUCHAREST
BUSINESS PARK
Delivery: completed
GLA: 27.000 sqm

7. myhive IRIDE 18 & 19
Delivery: completed
GLA: 28.000 sqm

8. MINDSPACE PIPERA
& VICTORIEI
Delivery: completed
GLA: 6.500 sqm in 2 locations   
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Development type:
Business park,
part of mixed-use development 

Developer:
One United Properties 

GLA : 45.000 sqm (phase 1)
Public transportation: Direct connection to 
Academia Militara metro station 
Amenities: Green areas, running tracks, 
coffee shops & restaurants, cleaning, 
pharmacy etc. 
Green Certifications: LEED Platinum, WELL

NEW OFFICE CLUSTERS  BUCHAREST REAL ESTATE CLUB 

ONE COTROCENI
PARK OFFICE:

ONE NEXT LEVEL IN 
EMPLOYEE EXPERIENCE  

Spending countless hours at the office can make you realize how 
much working in a place you love matters. And that’s the grounds 
from which the Romanian based developer One United Properties 
started from when it started to design One Cotroceni Park. 

Known as a company that develops buildings with minimal 
environment impact, translating intro highly-efficient workplaces, 
One United Properties made a unique project on the Bucharest 
office market. One Cotroceni Park is in an L - shaped office layout 
offering anything from 1.000 sqm to contiguous 4.800 sqm to 9.000 
sqm. The business park will benefit of a direct connection to 
Academia Militara subway station.

Focus on Employees` Health & Happiness 
Lucky guests at upper floors will enjoy real rooftop gardens. And 
the tenants will have a lot of benefits such as location within the 
city's central ring and direct access to the subway, elevated 
gardens, green spaces, areas for outdoor sports activities and a 
panoramic view of the neighborhoods - Cotroceni Palace, 
Botanical Garden or Parliament Palace. 

Also, the largest shopping center in Romania is just in the 
immediate vicinity with numerous options for shopping, 
restaurants, cinema, or fitness. Moreover, the positioning within 
the main ring of the city offers easy access to the city center, Unirii 
& Victoriei Square and Henri Coanda International Airport, with 
multiple public transportation facilities for employees.
One Cotroceni Park phase 1 project has currently exceeded a 
rental rate of 72% and will be delivered at the end of 2021. At the 
same time, the developer started the works for the second phase 
of the office component of the project. One of the biggest occupiers 
of the first phase is Superbet, the largest omni-channel sports 

turnkey fit-out delivery option, to reduce all noncore related efforts of the 
occupiers before and during the fit-out process. 
This will translate into flawless workspaces concepts, designed by the 
latest trends and planned 100% in the concern of the employees’ 
wellbeing.
Additionally, the entire project is designed under the Live/Work/Play 
concept, offering various services to the employees working here: green 
areas, running tracks, coffee shops & restaurants, cleaning, pharmacy, 
or kindergarten.  

One Cotroceni Park targets 
LEED PLATINUM 
certification and is also to be 
WELL certified, with 
emphasis on the employee 
experience, level of health 
and happiness. But this is 
more than a certification. It is 
One United Properties` way of 
doing things. The relevance 
of the WELL paradigm of 
developing is in the impact 
that working and living in 
such environments has over 
the lives of the people in One 
Cotroceni Park
This concept is to be 
implemented within One 
Cotroceni Park as well, the 
project going to offer 
numerous green facilities: 
large terraces and elevated 
gardens for natural 
break-out areas, no parking 
units on the ground level, 
interior courtyard with green 
alleys, running & biking 
tracks, car charging sockets, 
showers and locker rooms.

“72% of phase 1 of the 
project is already 

leased, which shows 
that many companies 
have realized that the 

office is an essential 
part of the organization 
system and are willing 

to invest in modern, 
certified spaces, in the 
latest technology, and 

access to facilities such 
as shopping gallery, 

residential area, 
subway station”, said 
Mihai Paduroiu, CEO - 

Office Division, One 
United Properties. 

BUCHAREST CENTER – WEST 

betting and gaming operator in Romania, with 8.206 sqm. “It will be 
more of a meeting space, not only for the Romanian team but also 
the international teams of the group. No one will have an office of 
their own, it will be a place for social gatherings and town halls”, 
said Cristian Gheorghita, Superbet Group Employee Communications 
Director. 

The buildings at One Cotroceni Park ensure correct natural lighting, 
sound insulation from external noise, thanks to the presence of 
sound-absorbing materials with flexible spaces both open and 
private to ensure both privacy and collaboration for the best 
productivity. Also, clean energy is used to fuel up life in One Cotroceni 
Park. 
Here, the furniture and minimal lines make for an elegant interior 
while lights add softness. The variety of meeting rooms provide 
separate areas for teams to get together. The project, which is the 
result of a collaboration with Lemon Interior Design, will offer the 
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ALUKÖNIGSTAHL is a supplier of the highest-quality aluminum, steel and plastic 
systems as well as components for the realization of contemporary, energy-efficient 
architecture and supports sustainable building designs. 
ALUKÖNIGSTAHL operates in Romania since 1995 and cooperates closely with the 
most experienced producers of façades, windows and doors construction in 
Romanian market. For more than 60 years, ALUKÖNIGSTAHL is exclusive dealer with 
two leading system manufacturers: Schüco international KG, a world leader in 
aluminum systems and Jansen AG, a specialist in steel profile systems. 

BUCHAREST REAL ESTATE CLUB 

ALUKÖNIGSTAHL:
PROUD TO HAVE GROWN 

NEW “SCHÜCO DISTRICTS” 
IN BUCHAREST 

ALUKÖNIGSTAHL, the exclusive dealer in Romania of two leading system 
manufacturers: Schüco international KG (a world leader in aluminum systems) 
and Jansen AG (specialist in steel profile systems) is one of the key contributors 
to the Bucharest “new face”. Atilla Beer, the company Head, discusses both the 
recent past and the future of the City with BUCHAREST REAL ESTATE CLUB:  

How did Bucharest changed in the last 5 years? 
From the real estate point of view it has developed constantly in the last 5 years. 
Both in terms of commercial buildings and residential developments, there have 
been countless interesting projects that have changed the look of this expanding 
metropolis. Other aspects of urban development maybe will be solved in the 
not-too-distant future.

How did Alukönigstahl contribute to “the new face of Bucharest” recently? 
We are proud of our contribution to many important projects carried out in 
Bucharest in the last 25 years. During the last years, Globalworth Tower and Ana 
Tower (building envelopes are our contribution)  have been added to the list of the 
highst office buildings in Bucharest. The Northern part of the city, a large 
concentration of office buildings, can be called, without false modesty, the 
“Schüco District”. Globalworth Campus and Globalworth Square are two 
important objectives completed in the area in the last two years. Large 
residential developments as Luxuria Residence, Cloud 9 Residence or 102 The 
Address are also in our portfolio. In recent years, new such “Schüco Districts” 
have grown in the South of the city (Timpuri  Noi Square, Piata Sudului, Neo 
Timpuri Noi or RoKa Residence) and in West, where we have Orhideea Towers, 
The Bridge and Bucharest Business Center as new references.

Which are the main trends you are following in the next period? How will 
pandemic impact the future buildings in Romania? 
We are ready to answer any challenges of the real estate market. The products 
we will promote in the next years are developed to meet the requirements of the 
main goals for future building: healthy, smart and safe buildings. These new 

products, which combine the 
traditional quality of our 
architectural systems with 
innovative technologies and 
materials are designed for the 
future. 

How do you see the 
onsumers market, as main 
beneficiaries of the real 
estate products? How did 
their habits and expectations 
changed?  

In recent years, the 
beneficiaries and the 
investors are more and more 
aware of the importance of 
factors such as thermal and 
sound insulation or correct 
ventilation, for quality living 
and proper functioning of 
buildings, and this is reflected 
in the project specifications. 
We have such a diverse range 
of products that we can find 
solutions for any type of 
construction, from PVC 
windows to the most 
sophisticated electronically 
operated windows or sliding 
doors. Especially in the 
single-family residential field, 
top solutions are required, in 
terms of comfort, energy 
efficiency, reliability and 
functionality.

“It is important for
investors to be able to

capitalize on their
investment as soon as

possible and with
benefits.

That is why the
construction duration

and costs as well as the
operational costs of the
buildings, regardless of

the field of use, are
equally important.

Alukönigstahl, together 
with its partner Schüco, 

has always been a 
pioneer, promoting 

efficient and rational 
fabrication as well as 

energy-efficient 
solutions. More and 

more projects take into 
consideration such 
building solutions.”

Which are the main products and markets you are focusing on 
in 2021 and 2022?  
Already in the recent years, in addition to office buildings, we 
have been more and more active in the residential market. We 
are ready to increase our intervention for residential 
developments. We have a lot of products designed to ensure 
comfortable, healthy and safe homes.

We promote products that ensure maximum comfort for the 
beneficiaries: large windows, for a lot of natural light, which at 
the same time insulate thermally and acoustically, with very 
reliable hardware over time, window ventilation systems with 
dust and pollen filters, which  also have heat recovery function, 
shading systems for thermal comfort during summer without 
air conditioning. All these stae of art solutions are designed to 
ensure a quality home environment and energy efficient 
buildings.

Where should Bucharest be heading, in terms of buildings 
quality and sustainability?  

We have been on the Romania market for 25 years and we have 
constantly campaigned through the proposed solutions for 
energy efficient, sustainable construction. Most of new office 
buildings developed in the last years in Bucharest have 
BREEAM or LEEDS certification and more and more residential 
investors are increasingly focusing on good quality construction. 
The entry into force of the obligation that all the new buildings 
should be near zero energy is an additional factor that 
strengthens our confidence that there will be more and more 
modern, sustainable buildings in Bucharest
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reliable hardware over time, window ventilation systems with 
dust and pollen filters, which  also have heat recovery function, 
shading systems for thermal comfort during summer without 
air conditioning. All these stae of art solutions are designed to 
ensure a quality home environment and energy efficient 
buildings.

Where should Bucharest be heading, in terms of buildings 
quality and sustainability?  

We have been on the Romania market for 25 years and we have 
constantly campaigned through the proposed solutions for 
energy efficient, sustainable construction. Most of new office 
buildings developed in the last years in Bucharest have 
BREEAM or LEEDS certification and more and more residential 
investors are increasingly focusing on good quality construction. 
The entry into force of the obligation that all the new buildings 
should be near zero energy is an additional factor that 
strengthens our confidence that there will be more and more 
modern, sustainable buildings in Bucharest
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ANOTHER FIRST FROM 
GLOBALWORTH:

GLOBALWORTH SQUARE, A MIX 
OF NEXT – GEN TECHNOLOGY & 

BOLD
ARCHITECTURE 

Located in the Northern area of the city, at the core of 
business activity in Bucharest, this is the newest office 
building from Globalworth, the largest office investor in 
Romania. 

The 1st BREEAM Outstanding Building in 
Romania

Designed with 3 basement levels, a ground floor and 15 
floors, the building targets the first BREEAM OUTSTANDING 
green accreditation in Romania. Although it will be a hub 
based on smart efficiency technology, Globalworth Square 
will come with a contrasting and yet architecturally 
complementary look, the façade being pencilled with vintage 
accents. 

Development type: Office Building

Developer: Globalworth

GLA: 28.400 

Area: North 

Major tenants: Wipro 

Amenities and facilities: GF 
restaurants, cafes & retail spaces, 
photovoltaic roof, geothermal system, 
ICE storage system, bluetooth & NFC 
technology, both in-built 
humidification, innovative air 
disinfection. 

Green Certification: BREEAM 
Outstanding

BUCHAREST NORTH

Described by the developer as a very ambitious 
project, Globalworth Square has been designed as 
a business hub focused on innovation and 
efficiency. Specifically, Globalworth Square will 
use a geothermal system under the slab 
foundation, capable to considerably reduce the 
cooling and heating costs of the entire edifice. 
Moreover, an important part of the energy 
consumption will be provided by the photovoltaic 
roof. This is going to be the first energy-producing 
building among the developer`s  assets portfolio. 

Technology is part of the Globalworth’ s DNA and, 
as a result, designed as a business hub focused on 
innovation and efficiency, Globalworth Square will 
be one of the most technological office spaces in 
Romania. 

Building Tech to Increase Health & Safety

The recent pandemic context switched a planet`s 
attention on health and innovative solutions to 
improve safety, with developers looking for solutions 
to integrate their tenants` concerns.  Touchless 
technology has been adopted in all restrooms of 
Globalworth Square through InfraRed devices, while 
access to the building and office spaces will be 

available through blue-tooth and Near – Field 
Communication technologies. Also, maximum air quality 
in the building will be achieved as the air handling units 
will be equipped with in-built humidification and 
innovative air disinfection, ensuring germ-free fresh air 
introduction at the optimum humidity.
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Orhideea Towers:
STREET ART BRINGS A 

NEW VIBE AROUND 
BASARAB BRIDGE AREA  

The public spaces around the real estate developments are part 
of the community. This is the vision of the Austrian developer CA 
Immo, who collaborated with Romanian artist Pisica Patrata to 
give a fresh new look to the area surrounding its iconic project, 
Orhideea Towers, in Bucharest West. The street art painting 
covers 200 meters of the parapet that surrounds the office 
building and it`s visible to all the people who pass daily near 
Bsarab Bridge.

Built on a communist heritage of excellence in science, 
technical education and mathematics, combined with 
Romanians’ strong language skills, the tech sector has 
developed rapidly on the Romanian market, attracting 
numerous investments from both international IT giants as well 
as Romanian entrepreneurs. Thus, the area surrounding the 
Polytechnic University became a major point of interest. 

Here, at the junction of Splaiul Independentei and Orhideelor 
Street, with direct access to the Grozavesti subway station, CA 
Immo has developed an Orhideea Towers, within an outstanding 
building concept and benefitting from highclass architecture. 
Designed under a green building concept, with LEED Platinum 
certification, the project integrates straightforward techniques 
to achieve efficiency in the use of material, water and energy. As 
well, the building is positioned to minimize the need for artificial 
light.

Delivered in 2018, with a GLA of ca 37,000 sqm, Orhideea Towers 
hosts important companies such as: Thales System Romania, 
Finastra, Bitdefender, MassMutual, Namco Bandai 

Entertainment, Acronis, very active in the IT/technology sector. 
CA Immo is an investor, manager, and developer specialised in 
modern office properties across the gateway cities in Germany, 
Austria, and Central Europe. The company covers the entire value 
chain in the field of commercial real estate including a high degree of 
in-house construction expertise. Founded in 1987, CA Immo is listed 
on the ATX index of the Vienna Stock Exchange and holds property 
assets worth around € 5.2 bn in Germany, Austria, and CEE.

„The real estate market in Bucharest is very promising and one of 
the most important strategic locations for us. Bucharest offers great 
opportunities in all segments, in terms of development and 
investment alike”, the company representatives believe.

Orhideea Towers is a place flooded with natural light and fresh air, the 
ground floor  
accommodating many 
lounge areas developed 
especially for wellbeing, the 
coffee shops and Stradale’ 
restaurant providing 
services of great taste and 
flavours!

The Building has an 
exposed corner location, 
very visible from the 
Basarab Bridge, benefitting 
of the access both from 
Orhideelor Street and from 
Splaiul Independentei, to 
the two underground levels 
that comprise 380 parking 
places. 

“The entire composition 
of the street art work 
started from the idea of 
optimism, choosing a 
chromatic to support the 
theme, Orhideea Towers 
is a new home for 
young, modern and 
talented people!,” 
Marian Roman, 
Managing Director, CA 
Immo Romania. 

Development type: Office Building                                       

GLA: 37.000 sqm  

Developer: CA IMMO

Major tenants: Thales System 
Romania, Finastra, Bitdefender, 
MassMutual, Namco Bandai 
Entertainment, Acronis 

Area: Center - West                                  

Green Certification: LEED Platinum

BUCHAREST CENTER – WEST 
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Development type:
Business Park

Developer: Vastint 

GLA: 43,000 SQM 

Area: Center - West
Main tenants: BCR, Veeam Software, NTT,
Limited, Sparkware
Amenities & facilities: electric cars chargers, sport 
courts, showers, lockers etc.

NEW OFFICE CLUSTERS BUCHAREST REAL ESTATE CLUB 

VASTINT`S 
BUSINESS GARDEN: 

Working in the nature  
It’s a known fact demonstrated by scientists that a green, efficient 
working environment inspires not only the employees to perform 
better when they are working, but it also has a big impact on the 
community, too. Bucharest is growing in a fast forward pace and 
we became easily deprived of access to any sort of greenery. That 
is where Business Garden, one of the biggest projects developed by 
Vastint in several cities from Europe, including Bucharest, comes. 

Business Garden benefits from efficient office layout, high quality 
finishes and durable solutions, as well as a variety of services and 
facilities provided within the complex.

The Business Garden Bucharest office complex received LEED 
Platinum certification, reaching the third highest LEED score 
Worldwide for building A, in Core & Shell category, with 98 points 
and second place in Europe, followed closely by the other two 
buildings, B & C.

These benefits attracted tenants from various areas such as 
banking (Banca Comerciala Romana), IT (Veeam Software) or 
medical (Sanamed) to establish their HQ at Business Garden. 

This business park is the 1st project with such a green concept in 
Romania and the sixth in a series of the same name build by Vastint 
in Europe. Located in the Central - Western part of Bucharest, at 
the intersection between Calea Plevnei and Basarab Passage, 
adjacent to the well-known Carrefour Orhideea Shopping Gallery, 
the complex includes three class A office buildings, with a total 
leasable area of almost 43.000 sqm, with public and commercial 
services available on the ground floor. The buildings are 
surrounded by an indoor garden that represents 30% of the total 
area of the business center, pedestrian walkways with benches 

and Wi-Fi facilities for recreational activities. The area has become a key 
location for real estate developers in Bucharest, being close to the 
Polyethnic University and one of the major infrastructure projects in 
Bucharest, Basarab Passage. 

Business Garden Bucharest has recently obtained the “Safe Guard” 
certification, following the audit of Bureau Veritas, which certifies the 
safety of the sanitary measures implemented during this period, 
supporting the tenants in the process of returning to the office, in a 

suitable environment in line 
with the current 
requirements.

This documentation certifies 
that the safety procedures, 
proper cleaning, and 
disinfection protocols have 
been followed, to ensure a 
functional and safe common 
space for existing and future 
tenants. The certification 
covers the common areas, 
the receptions and the lobby 
lifts and will establish the 
sanitary standards applicable 
to all the buildings in 
Business Garden Bucharest.

The offices provide 
an excellent indoor 

environment 
quality, while the 

surrounding garden 
offers up to 30% 
green areas for 
socializing and 

recreational 
activities like: 

ping-pong, outdoor 
chess and 

encourages 
alternative 

transportation.

BUCHAREST CENTER - WEST
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Development type: Mixed-Use 

Developer: River Development

Area: Center - West

Green Certification: BREEAM Excellent

Amenities and facilities: leisure & 
socializing areas, wellness, swimming 
pool, unique LED screen
Major tenants: Comdata, Regina Maria 
Pediatric Clinic, Sweat Concept , 
Manpower Romania, Banca 
Transilvania, ON Semiconductor, VEGO 
Holding

NEW OFFICE CLUSTERS  BUCHAREST REAL ESTATE CLUB 

THE LIGHT: 
THE PERFECT SPOT 

FOR INNOVATION

The light is typically the center of attention. With The Light mixed-use 
development signed by River Development, Romanian investor Ion 
Radulea acquires a timeless design and a new urban landmark in the 
Central - Western part of Bucharest.

Located in Bucharest Polytechnic area, on the grounds of the former 
Pumac factory, The Light is a large mixed-use project with a gross 
built area of 145.127 sqm that offers 3 office buildings of almost 95.000 
sqm (GLA) and a residential compound with over 160 apartments. The 
apartments sizes reach 190 sqm each, while the office buildings offer 
flexible and efficient workspaces for any arrangement.

The project is a quality landmark located in the new Central-Western 
business district of Bucharest, front – facing Iuliu Maniu Bvd., 
dedicated to dynamic companies and their employees.
The innovative design of office buildings provides flexible work and 
relaxation spaces, integrated into a pleasant environment. The 
location of this project is meant to capture the interest of all those who 
want an outstanding quality of an A-Class building along with excellent 
connectivity to the city or to those who are looking for high-end 
approach for their homes.

“The Light One is the first out of a series of 3 office buildings that we 
will develop in this location,” said Ion Radulea, CEO of River 
Development. In addition, the project will also include a residential 
component - The Light Home, located between the office buildings and 
the Polytechnic University.

The Light has already delivered its first phase: The Light One, 22.000 
sqm GLA of A-class office space elevated on 11 floors and BREEAM 
Excellent Certified. A distinct element of The Light One building is the 
large architectural transparent LED screen placed on the 9th floor that 
has a real impact on general architecture of the building. More exactly, 
during the night, the project becomes a bright urban landmark, thanks 
to the backlit facades, perfectly encompassed in the project’s name, 

“THE LIGHT”.

In order to obtain the desired effects and maximum transparency, but 
also a minimum effect of reflection inside, without affecting the energy 
consumption, the team of architects used some of the most efficient 
facades technologies. Transparency ensures a two-way communication 
between the building and the city, with the building participating directly 
in the urban life.

The Light Two and The Light 
Three are to follow as 
A-Class office developments, 
while The Light Home 
completes the entire 
compound with residential 
function. The entire project 
will be completed in 2024.
River Development is a 
Romanian real estate 
developer, comprising of a 
team of professionals with 
extensive experience in 
planning, developing and 
managing real estate 
projects.

Current projects under 
development are Sema Parc 
and The Light. Sema Parc is 
the largest urban 
reconversion project in 
Bucharest, a mixed-use 
project that amounts a total 
of approximately 964.800 
built sqm and which will 
cover the full range of 
functions and facilities 
specific to modern life.

“The Light is an 
ample concept, 

with mixed office 
& residential 

functions and 
facilities that 

highlight the area 
near the 

Polytechnic 
University,”

Ion Radulea, 
Investor.

BUCHAREST CENTER - WEST
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TIMELESS VALUE
IN A LANDMARK LOCATION 

NEW OFFICE CLUSTERS  BUCHAREST REAL ESTATE CLUB 

BUCHAREST
BUSINESS PARK:

One of the first modern business parks in Bucharest, 
developed on 2 ha of land on Bucharest’s main route North of 
the city to Ploiesti, adjoining the famous “House of the Free 
Press”, Bucharest Business Park is a landmark development 
in what today has become a booming office cluster: Expozitiei 
area in Bucharest Center - North. 

Bucharest Business Park was acquired in 2006 by CA Immo 
and is one of the jewel properties in the Austrian owner`s 
value portfolio in Bucharest. 

Bucharest Business Park stands on the main road leading to 
Henri Coanda international airport, just 3 kilometres North of 
the City Centre. The 4 buildings within the classically designed 
business park offer some 27.000 sqm of office space on 5 
levels, while being surrounded with greenery. The entrances 
to the buildings are atriums that also serve as the main 
communication and organization hubs.

Keeping the Standards High: + 1 mil. EUR Recent 
Investments   

Bucharest Business Park successfully competes with any of 
the new office developments, due to the owner`s continuous 
investment program in maintaining the building high 
standards and quality features. 

In the recent years only, yet some of them still ongoing, 
various upgrades have been made to the business park, thus 
aligning the building to the ever-evolving quality standards, in 
a total investment of more than EUR 1 mil. 

Major AAA tenants, multinational companies in tobacco, 
pharmaceuticals, FMCG or financial services secured prime office in 
Bucharest Business Park during the course of time, which preserves an 
excellent ~92% occupancy rate. 

Emerging Urban Hotspot 

Expozitiei area is a new, emerging office and residential hub in 
Bucharest Center – North, thus diversifying both the housing and 
workplace offer in Bucharest, in a city that becomes more crowded from 
one year to another. The area has been attracting various developers in 
the recent years due to the planned new infrastructure investments: the 
new M6 subway line connecting the North Railway Station (Gara de 
Nord) to the International Airport.

Bucharest, Core Market for CA Immo

CA Immo is an investor, manager, and developer specialised in modern 
office properties across the gateway cities in Germany, Austria, and 
Central Europe. The company covers the entire value chain in the field of 
commercial real estate including a high degree of in-house construction 
expertise. Founded in 1987, CA Immo is listed on the ATX index of the 
Vienna Stock Exchange and holds property assets worth around € 5.2 bn 
in Germany, Austria, and CEE.
Since 2001, Romania is a CA Immo core market. Bucharest offers great 
opportunities in all segments, in terms of both development and 
investment. The current portfolio consists of ca 165,000 sqm office 
space,  the buildings of CA Immo in Bucharest convince with their prime 
location, visibility and excellent accessibility of public transportation: 
Opera Center and Europe House in the Center, Riverplace, Orhideea 
Towers and Campus 6.1 in the Center-West, BBP in the North. Almost all 
of the buildings  of CA Immo have the metro station in front of the 
building.

 “The real estate market in Bucharest is 
very promising and one of the most 
important strategic locations for CA Immo”, 

Marian Roman, Managing Director,
CA Immo Romania. 

Development type: Business Park
Owner: CA Immo 
GLA: 27.000 sqm 
Area: Center – North 
Amenities & facilities: restaurants, 
cafes, ATM 

Major tenants: British American 
Tobacco, Heidelbergcement Romania, 
Bayer, 3M Romania, AstraZeneca, Coca 
Cola, Ergo Asigurari, Alior Bank, 
Amgen Romania, Goodyear Romania, 
Altius, IPSO, Project1.

BUCHAREST NORTH  

BBP Recent Upgrades: 

• LED lights in public spaces 
• Green areas upgrades 
• CCTV Upgrade – full HD Axis System 
• Fire Detection Upgrade 
• Chiller replacement 
• Access Control System Upgrade 
• Openable windows 
• BMS replacement/upgrade 
• Reception area redesign (wall finish, ceiling,    
 lights, turnstiles, HVAC, furniture refurbish,  
 revolving door air curtain, floor finish, doors) 
• Exterior smoking area 
• Exterior upgrades – inner courtyard   
 refurbishment 
• Electric car charging stations 
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Product type: Office Building                                                                      

Developer: Immofinanz  

GLA: 28,000 sqm 

Area: North (Pipera)                             

Major tenants: Rohde & Schwarz 
Topex, Sodexo, Hartmann

Amenities and facilities: lounges, 
conference rooms, supermarket etc.  

Green Certification: BREEAM 
                        

BUCHAREST NORTH  IMMOFINANZ 
CONTINUES 

INVESTMENTS IN 
myhive LOCATIONS 

Bucharest has developed substantially over the recent years, most 
of the change being due to the office market, which is a 
continuously evolving phenomenon. The Capital is permanently 
attracting investors from all over the world and Immofinanz is a 
standing proof  – a publicly listed European commercial real estate 
group with focus on two asset classes: office and retail in seven 
core markets, including Romania.  

As one of the 3 most important players on the Romanian real 
estate market, the company is well-known for their myhive office 
brand, operated on several properties such as IRIDE Business 
Park, Metroffice or S-Park. IRIDE is one of the largest business 
parks of the Capital, built on the former Pipera high technology 
industrial platform on Dimitrie Pompei Bvd., just a few meters 
away from Pipera metro station M2 and 15 minutes from Henri 
Coanda international airport. 

New additions: myhive IRIDE | eighteen & myhive IRIDE | nineteen 

Immofinanz continues investments in modernizing IRIDE Business 
Park, under myhive offices brand. The park is growing by two new 
buildings: myhive IRIDE | eighteen and myhive IRIDE | nineteen, 
totaling 28.000 sqm. The refurbishment process transformed the 
properties into a modern office location, with a warm and attractive 
architectural design. Contemporary design, thoughtful service, 
lively infrastructure and active communication - these are the 
pillars that define the “myhive” concept. 

myhive IRIDE | eighteen, the newly refurbished office building 
offers a leasable area of around 10.000 sqm. The building 
comprises a basement, ground floor and 2 upper floors and it also 
provides 264 indoor and outdoor parking places. The property has 

been involved in a recent refurbishment process, which transformed it into a 
modern office location with a warm and attractive architectural design. The 
office building also includes a large, fully equipped conference center. 
Certified with BREEAM green, the building benefits of fresh air and plenty of 
natural light from the openable windows and the internal courtyards.

At the same time, myhive IRIDE | nineteen has just been transformed into a 
modern office building with almost 18.000 sqm of leasable space. The 
building contains 4 office floors and a basement with parking places and 

storage areas. The total 
number of underground and 
outdoor parking places is 228. 

Certified with BREEAM green, 
myhive IRIDE | nineteen 
provides flexible spaces for 
offices in a warm and friendly 
atmosphere, and a diverse 
range of services. IRIDE is 
excellently connected to the 
public transportation, being 
just a few meters away from 
Pipera metro station M2 and 15 
minutes away from Henri 
Coanda international airport.

“myhive feels 
more like a hotel 

than an office 
building: 

welcoming 
lobbies with 

supportive staff 
who make you 

feel immediately 
at home, along 

with lively indoor 
and outdoor 

lounge area.”
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MINDSPACE:
A NEW REALITY 

DEMANDS A FLEXIBLE 
OFFICE SPACE 

Flexible offices & co-working spaces have definitively changed Bucharest in 
the recent years, accommodating the rising needs of a new and dynamic 
generation of entrepreneurs, innovators & start-ups.

With locations in Bucharest CBD & Pipera corporate area, the European 
co-working office leader MINDSPACE has been pioneering this segment in 
Romania, whose horizons look bright in the post-pandemic world.

MINDSPACE introduced the high-end, all-inclusive flexible workspaces  
concept in Bucharest since 2018, with their first location inaugurated in the 
heart of Pipera – Promenada New Business District in Bucharest North, in 
Globalworth Campus A building. 

A new high-end workspace experience 

MINDSPACE has introduced a new standard in flex offices, its signature 
spaces including beautifully-designed workspace with vintage furniture, 
natural materials or large common spaces. Their spaces integrate the 
Design Thinking concept, thus the interior spaces are connected and all 
those who chose MINDSPACE can easily reach from office to the common 
spaces, thus encouraging the collaboration.

MINDSPACE offers the flexibility, inspiration
& high-level, member-centric service to
grow and innovate, while providing workspace 
that helps companies attract top talent.

BUCHAREST NORTH  

With 5 prime office buildings in Bucharest Central Business District & North 
sub-markets, the GTC Group has been at the forefront of the commercial real 
estate sector in CEE. WHO IS GTC Since 1994, the group has been developing 
high standard, modern office and retail properties throughout the region, 
today actively managing a real estate portfolio of 43 office and retail spaces 
amounting to 703.000 sqm for its clients in Poland, Budapest, Bucharest, 
Belgrade, Zagreb and Sofia.

Established in 1999 in Romania, GTC has been developing 
projects and managing properties in 3 key sectors of real 
estate: office buildings, shopping centers and residential. 
GTC Romania portfolio comprises four prime office 
buildings in the CBD and North sub-markets, benefiting 
from outstanding tenant retention.

NEW OFFICE CLUSTERS  

GTC Romania:
FOCUS ON OPTIMIZATION

“Our interest in 2021 will remain, as before, the 
optimization of the already existing office buildings of 
the GTC Romania portfolio. We will consider the side 
effects of the pandemic in terms of demand for office 
space. This means that we will invest more in existing 
projects in the portfolio (changes that are meant to 
facilitate social distancing and other preventive 
measures in the fight against COVID-19). We remain 
confident in the Romanian office market ",
says Bogdan Jigman, CEO of GTC Romania.

GTC Romania office portfolio:
• CITY GATE, 47.600 sqm, Bucharest North
• PREMIUM PLAZA, 8.500 sqm, CBD 
• CASCADE OFFICE BUILDING, 4.300 sqm, CBD
• PREMIUM POINT, 6.400 sqm, CBD 

BUCHAREST CBD & NORTH  
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MIRO:
NEXT - GEN OFFICES 

ENHANCE EMPLOYEE 
WELLNESS  

The new workplace is an investment in the wellbeing of the daily 
user. As a result, Belgian investor Speedwell creates unique office 
buildings for top-level business clients, each with their own distinct 
set of professional requirements.

The developer’s latest office project, MIRO, was designed with that 
in mind. The concept behind it is based on three simple principles: 
wellbeing, accessibility and visibility. The project aims to create a 
flexible and healthy environment and to combine work, leisure, 
facilities and green spaces, all monitored by the newest technology 
on the market, in an accessible location.
Located in the northern side of Bucharest, MIRO’s design concept 
is aesthetically pleasing and will leave an immediate impression on 
the viewers. It will offer its tenants A class office spaces, featuring 
innovative high-end design and a comfortable working 
environment. 

The office building will combine a 23.000 sqm leasable area spread 
out over 5 levels, with large 4.570 sqm floor plates, 1:40 parking 
ratio, a 1.700 sqm outdoor plaza and a total of 558 parking spaces.

Designed according to BOMA’s Office Standard, it reflects the 
changing needs of the commercial real estate market. The large
open spaces can be divided up easily, allowing each company to 
organize their offices according to their own particular preferences 
and needs.

Since sustainability is a priority for all Speedwell’s projects, MIRO 
was designed to achieve a BREEAM Excellent rating and a WELL 
certification, focusing on sustainability and energy efficiency while 
applying the latest technology. Each floor will have a 
floor-to-ceiling height of 3 metres and will be  illuminated using 
LED technology. An effective Building Management System (BMS) 

will guarantee the building’s mechanical and electrical equipment are being 
run securely and efficiently. Every wing will have 4 elevators, each with a 
capacity of 21 people and a speed of 1.6 m/s, while a dedicated service 
elevator per wing will provide discrete access to those who are constantly in 
charge of the building’s maintenance.

Located in a privileged green area in North Bucharest, close to the Baneasa 
forest and right next to the national road DN1, MIRO Offices tenants will 
benefit from easy access to all points of interest, having direct connectivity to 
the city centre, main business hubs and Henri Coanda International Airport.

For more convenience, MIRO will also offer an ample underground parking 
space equipped with a smart system and an extremely convenient parking 
solution for tenants. In order to reduce the tenants’ carbon footprint, the 
building will provide plenty of electric car charging stations. Moreover, the 
employees who will want to bike to work will be able to rely on nearby bicycle 
storage, as well as shower facilities. 

The location can also be reached easily thanks to 4 public bus lines and a 
private shuttle bus service. Furthermore, a direct subway line is set to open 
within the next few years. For an improved work-life balance, Speedwell is 
also developing The Ivy residential project located within walking distance 

from MIRO. Just across the road, 
Baneasa Shopping Center, one 
of the biggest commercial 
centres in Bucharest will cater to 
the employees’ needs with some 
280 shops, restaurants, 
entertainment and other 
facilities, such as dry cleaning, 
pharmacies or banks.

The concept behind 
MIRO OFFICES is 

based on 3 simple 
principles: 
wellbeing, 

accessibility and 
visibility.

Development type: Office Building                                       

Developer: SPEEDWELL                                   

Amenities and facilities: electric car 
charging stations, bicycle storage, 
shower facilities, shuttle bus service

Pre-lease: KPMG 

Area: Bucharest North                                                    

Green Certification targe: 
BREEAM-excellent, WELL  

BUCHAREST NORTH  
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BUCHAREST NORTH  
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“New times. New life. New Center” is the slogan of Timpuri Noi 
Square - the newest office hub developed by international 
investor Vastint, who managed to convert almost 6 hectares of 
land into value and start a new era on the Bucharest office 
market in Bucharest.

Actually, before Timpuri Noi Square, there was only the Timpuri 
Noi industrial platform, a manufacturer of compressors, pumps 
and installation materials, on a plot of 5.4 hectares, located 
about 1 km from Unirii Square – the historical Downtown of 
Bucharest. 

In 2010, Vastint Romania acquired the decrepit factory platform 
and  converted it into a modern office facility, revolutionizing the 
entire office building market in Bucharest and increasing the 
value of the the surrounding community. 

Now having transformed the entire area into a dynamic new 
urban pole, Timpuri Noi Square provides working, leisure and 
living functions, in an interactive and friendly environment: 
100.000 sqm GLA of modern, class A office and retail space and 
50.000 sqm planned residential space, just across the street 
from Timpuri Noi subway station. An area ofering a plentful of 
convenient transportation connections and amenities. 

“Our main objective at Vastint was not only to deliver good 
looking projects, but also viable ones, that will ensure our 
tenants that we are a highly trustable partener. We are confident 
that all these efforts have driven our projects to such amazing 
results. Business Garden Bucharest and Timpuri Noi Square 

are now certified LEED Platinum, with the highest score in Romania,” 
says Antoniu Panait, Managing Director, Vastint Romania.

Timpuri Noi Square, together with Bureau Veritas, a world leader in 
testing, inspection and certification, have joined forces to certify that the 
safety procedures, proper cleaning and disinfection protocols have been 
followed, to ensure a functional and safe common space for existing and 
future tenants. This means that Timpuri Noi Square obtained the Safe 
Guard certification, following the audit of Bureau Veritas - which certifies 
the safety of the sanitary measures implemented during this period, 
supporting the tenants in the process of returning to the office, in a 
suitable environment, in line with the current requirements.

Also, Timpuri Noi Square is LEED Platinum certified, with 
energy-efficient electrical equipment and LED lighting, HVAC systems 
with superior ventilation capacity, 100% fresh air supply, 3 to 4 meters 
free height for the standard floor, respectively the top floor, as well as lots 
of natural light.

Vastint works towards positive 
long-term social, economic 
and environmental solutions 
and developments. All new 
buildings and refurbishments 
have an environmental 
certification, according to 
internationally recognized 
certification systems.

“New times. New life. 
New Center” is the 

slogan of Timpuri Noi 
Square, an office 

development that 
signals the beginning 

of a new era on the 
Bucharest office 

market in Bucharest.

Development type: Mixed – use
Developer: VASTINT                          
Amenities and facilities: commercial 
spaces, restaurants, gym/ fitness 
facilities, electric chargers for cars,  
cafes, residential community

Major tenants: Cognizant/ Softvision, 
Sephora, Playtika, GoPro, Kruk, Zitec 

Area: Bucharest Center - South

Green Certification: LEED Platinum, 
Safe Guard - Bureau Veritas

BUCHAREST CENTER – SOUTH TIMPURI NOI SQUARE: 
A BRAND NEW 

DOWNTOWN 
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looking projects, but also viable ones, that will ensure our 
tenants that we are a highly trustable partener. We are confident 
that all these efforts have driven our projects to such amazing 
results. Business Garden Bucharest and Timpuri Noi Square 

are now certified LEED Platinum, with the highest score in Romania,” 
says Antoniu Panait, Managing Director, Vastint Romania.

Timpuri Noi Square, together with Bureau Veritas, a world leader in 
testing, inspection and certification, have joined forces to certify that the 
safety procedures, proper cleaning and disinfection protocols have been 
followed, to ensure a functional and safe common space for existing and 
future tenants. This means that Timpuri Noi Square obtained the Safe 
Guard certification, following the audit of Bureau Veritas - which certifies 
the safety of the sanitary measures implemented during this period, 
supporting the tenants in the process of returning to the office, in a 
suitable environment, in line with the current requirements.

Also, Timpuri Noi Square is LEED Platinum certified, with 
energy-efficient electrical equipment and LED lighting, HVAC systems 
with superior ventilation capacity, 100% fresh air supply, 3 to 4 meters 
free height for the standard floor, respectively the top floor, as well as lots 
of natural light.

Vastint works towards positive 
long-term social, economic 
and environmental solutions 
and developments. All new 
buildings and refurbishments 
have an environmental 
certification, according to 
internationally recognized 
certification systems.

“New times. New life. 
New Center” is the 

slogan of Timpuri Noi 
Square, an office 

development that 
signals the beginning 

of a new era on the 
Bucharest office 

market in Bucharest.

Development type: Mixed – use
Developer: VASTINT                          
Amenities and facilities: commercial 
spaces, restaurants, gym/ fitness 
facilities, electric chargers for cars,  
cafes, residential community

Major tenants: Cognizant/ Softvision, 
Sephora, Playtika, GoPro, Kruk, Zitec 

Area: Bucharest Center - South

Green Certification: LEED Platinum, 
Safe Guard - Bureau Veritas

BUCHAREST CENTER – SOUTH TIMPURI NOI SQUARE: 
A BRAND NEW 

DOWNTOWN 
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INTRO BUCHAREST REAL ESTATE CLUB 

quality of living before the Corona crisis have a winning concept. On 
the other side, developers focusing on offering the lowest price, so 
a lower surface, may need to rethink their project or expect for 
fewer transactions.

Transactions take longer. New developments might take longer as 
well

Although there has been 
no lead generation 
decrease for residential 
properties marketed in 
the Romanian market 
except for the two months 
of lockdown, data show 
that we do face a delay in 
the buyers’ decision 
taking process. If the 
average transaction used 
to take about 65 days to 
happen, nowadays it is 
not rare to see buyers 
looking for a home for 6 
months and properties 
with a correct price 
positioning to be sold in 
more than 100 days. More 
time spent in the market 
also means more 
marketing spending for 
owners, brokers and 
developers. 

“The residential 
landscape of 

Bucharest is facing 
a huge opportunity. 
An improvement of 
residential quality 

is to be expected 
and a new 

generation of 
residential 

projects will rise,” 
says Andreea 

Comsa, founder of 
Premier Estate 

Management. 

RESIDENTIAL

NEW LIVING STANDARDS IN BUCHAREST

The residential landscape changed dramatically in today`s 
Bucharest, with new entire lifestyle concepts being introduced 
on the market once a new generation of consumers emerged. 
The old housing stock formed of linear communist buildings 
dominating Bucharest skyline has been gradually replaced by 
beautifully landscaped compounds, bold architecture, design 
apartments and a variety of amenities completing the residen-
tial package, all having imposed a brand new living standard in 
Bucharest.  

In the current Covid-19 context, the residential market is going 
through an adjustment phase, as people have been forced to 
stay in their homes and many of them were forced to combine 
their private space with their working office. Premier Estate 
Management, one of the most reputed residential advisory 
companies, explains for BUCHAREST REAL ESTATE CLUB the 
main trends that will define the market in the next period:

Larger living spaces. Green is a plus

All players are working on innovation, planning and strategy. 
Among the noticeable trends, a significant preference for more 
spacious apartments is obvious among both families and 
millennials. If there is a clear preference for units with their own 
big terrace, yard or green area, buyers also tend to look for 
more space dedicated to working. An extra room to be converted 
in office space. Larger living spaces mean a growth in living 
quality but also significantly bigger average price of transac-
tions. It is clear that developers having bet on an increase of the 

Postponing is not only a buyers’ reality. Trying to antic-
ipate market trends, collecting data to minimise risks 
and complying with the Covid-19 health security 
measures also imply a delay in delivery and launching 
new projects or development phases. Developers 
having apartments available in a reasonable time have 
a tremendous advantage.

Some see opportunity in uncertainty  

Even if uncertainty will remain a key word in our daily 
vocabulary since the virus will still be among us, no 
major price change is expected for the next 6 to 12 
months. The Romanian residential market was struc-
turally healthy before the crisis with one figure price 
increased in strong correlation with the demand and 
the offer. 
With a median price of 1.355 EUR/sqm and 1.376 
EUR/sqm for the new segment, residential prices did 
not follow the same rapid evolution of the Romanians’ 
revenues. Once the emotional effect and the fatigue of 
the current sanitary crisis will pass, prices are expect-
ed to return on a growth path. The market will face 
changes. 
Part of the current trends are here to stay, as a mix 
between office work and teleworking will become a 
routine, buyers will look for more space, green will be 
praised more and buyers will be ready to pay more for 
a better standard of living. 
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Development type:
Residential compound 

Developer: PSC Group 

Number of units: 300 apartments 

Mix of apartments: Studios, 1 – 4 bedrooms, 
penthouses  

Facilities: sports facilities, children's playground, 
beauty salon, dry cleaning, car wash

RESIDENTIAL | NEW STANDARDS OF LIVING BUCHAREST REAL ESTATE CLUB 

WIN HERASTRAU:
LUXURY THROUGH 

HARMONY

The WIN Herastrau concept revolves around expressing luxury 
through harmony. Developed in an area that has established itself 
as a true pole of high-end residential, in the heart of the French 
District, WIN Herastrau cultivates the spirit of elegance, charm and 
the feeling of belonging. 

Built by PSC Group, a Romanian entrepreneurial family business 
active on the market since 1997 that unites two generations of high 
professionals who cover a wide range of disciplines, the entire 
compound has 6 buildings with 300 apartments and penthouses. 
The entire complex offers a unique living experience, which 
translates into good taste, modern architecture and a rich suite of 
facilities, including two levels of underground parking that provides 
parking for owners and visitors, sports facilities, children's 
playground, beauty salon, dry cleaning and car wash.

The implementation of innovative solutions is one of the main 
directions that PSC Group pursues in all of their developments. 
Therefore, the achieved goal of the superstructure design was to 
generate a 2.75 metres net apartment height. The kitchens have 
been designed in such a way that to benefit the most from natural 
illumination and ventilation. Loggias offer a modern architectural 
facade, whilw opting for loggias instead of balconies creates an 
extension of the home that is usable any time of year.

"Everything is oriented towards the idea of harmony, which we 
perceive as a signature of luxury. Pragmatism is important for PSC 
Contractor & Developer; we take into account the ‘price’ of each 
project but we focus on ‘value’. We do not limit ourselves to the 
refinement of the home, but we aim to raise the quality of life in the 
community we belong to”, Cristian Pascu, CEO, PSC Group, says.

All interior finishes and features are in line with the same concept 

of luxury and harmony: painted MDF interior doors, with hidden earings 
and magnetic lock, stratified hardwood flooring in the living room, 
bedroom, hallways and kitchen, ceramic tiles / natural stone for floors 
and walls in the bathrooms, premium sanitary facilities (e.g. Villeroy & 
Boch, Kludi), large glazed walls,  2 elevators for each building, 6 m high 
entrance lobby, furnished and designed in the luxurious Art Deco style, 2 
levels underground parking.

For heating and warm water circulation, a gas-based central unit will be 
used, with a recirculation system that minimizes costs. All relevant 
equipment is located in technical rooms in the basement of the building. 
It was designed according to the highest fire safety standards, in addition 
to vibration and shock-absorbing materials for reducing noise. Charges 
will be incurred when the unit circuits are activated, as well as individually 
on an apartment basis. Also, an underfloor heating system has been 
designed for heating the apartments and the bathrooms will be 
additionally provided with towel-type radiators. All apartments contain a 
VRV-type air conditioning system with exterior units placed out of view.

PSC Group is a family business with 100% Romanian capital and has 
almost 30 years of experience on the constructions and real estate 
market. The group includes 8 companies that cover all services and 
needs of the real estate market: PSC Contractor & Developer (real estate 
project development), PSC Consulting & Engineering (technical 
consulting), PSC Property Management (property management), WIN 

Impex (PVC carpentry factory 
and Al and real estate project 
development), Metrik 
Associate Architects 
(architecture & interior 
design), Vision Energy 
Partners (project 
management), Professional 
Consulting Engineers 
(resistance design) and 
Heritage Estates (real estate 
design development).

Everything is 
oriented towards 

the idea of 
harmony, which is 

a signature of 
luxury for WIN 

Herastrau. 

BUCHAREST NORTH
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Residential compound 

Developer: PSC Group 

Number of units: 300 apartments 

Mix of apartments: Studios, 1 – 4 bedrooms, 
penthouses  

Facilities: sports facilities, children's playground, 
beauty salon, dry cleaning, car wash
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WIN HERASTRAU:
LUXURY THROUGH 

HARMONY

The WIN Herastrau concept revolves around expressing luxury 
through harmony. Developed in an area that has established itself 
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playground, beauty salon, dry cleaning and car wash.
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directions that PSC Group pursues in all of their developments. 
Therefore, the achieved goal of the superstructure design was to 
generate a 2.75 metres net apartment height. The kitchens have 
been designed in such a way that to benefit the most from natural 
illumination and ventilation. Loggias offer a modern architectural 
facade, whilw opting for loggias instead of balconies creates an 
extension of the home that is usable any time of year.

"Everything is oriented towards the idea of harmony, which we 
perceive as a signature of luxury. Pragmatism is important for PSC 
Contractor & Developer; we take into account the ‘price’ of each 
project but we focus on ‘value’. We do not limit ourselves to the 
refinement of the home, but we aim to raise the quality of life in the 
community we belong to”, Cristian Pascu, CEO, PSC Group, says.

All interior finishes and features are in line with the same concept 

of luxury and harmony: painted MDF interior doors, with hidden earings 
and magnetic lock, stratified hardwood flooring in the living room, 
bedroom, hallways and kitchen, ceramic tiles / natural stone for floors 
and walls in the bathrooms, premium sanitary facilities (e.g. Villeroy & 
Boch, Kludi), large glazed walls,  2 elevators for each building, 6 m high 
entrance lobby, furnished and designed in the luxurious Art Deco style, 2 
levels underground parking.

For heating and warm water circulation, a gas-based central unit will be 
used, with a recirculation system that minimizes costs. All relevant 
equipment is located in technical rooms in the basement of the building. 
It was designed according to the highest fire safety standards, in addition 
to vibration and shock-absorbing materials for reducing noise. Charges 
will be incurred when the unit circuits are activated, as well as individually 
on an apartment basis. Also, an underfloor heating system has been 
designed for heating the apartments and the bathrooms will be 
additionally provided with towel-type radiators. All apartments contain a 
VRV-type air conditioning system with exterior units placed out of view.

PSC Group is a family business with 100% Romanian capital and has 
almost 30 years of experience on the constructions and real estate 
market. The group includes 8 companies that cover all services and 
needs of the real estate market: PSC Contractor & Developer (real estate 
project development), PSC Consulting & Engineering (technical 
consulting), PSC Property Management (property management), WIN 

Impex (PVC carpentry factory 
and Al and real estate project 
development), Metrik 
Associate Architects 
(architecture & interior 
design), Vision Energy 
Partners (project 
management), Professional 
Consulting Engineers 
(resistance design) and 
Heritage Estates (real estate 
design development).
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BUCHAREST NORTH
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Development type: Residential 
Compound

Developer: One United Properties

Number of units: 148 apartments

Mix of apartments: Studios, one – three 
bedrooms, penthouses

Facilities & amenities: 5.000 sqm Office 
& Commercial spaces

BUCHAREST REAL ESTATE CLUB 

ONE HERASTRAU 
TOWERS:

GATEWAY TO THE CITY

The new gate towards Herastrau, with a boutique commercial 
and office concept
A modern boutique concept, combining residential and 
commercial areas, with a touch of elegant and refined 
architecture. This is One Herastrau Towers, the newest 
sustainable project developed by One United Properties, 
providing multiple street entrances, 148 residential apartments, 
penthouses with infinity pools and an area designed for 
commercial boutique galleries and offices. 

Its location, between Herastrau and Aviatiei area, offers the 
perfect panoramic view over Herastray Lake and the Northern 
part of the city.

The Towers complete One Herastrau Trilogy 
The project continues the Herastrau trilogy that the company 
developed in the area and provides future tenants with a unique 
commercial concept focused on small and design office spaces 
and boutique commercial galleries with individual street 
access, a very important aspect in the pandemic context.

Boutique Shopping Galleries & Chic Offices
The ground floor and the 1st floor of One Herastray Towers 
ensemble have a 5.000 sqm area dedicated to commercial 
spaces and designed according to a modern concept. These 
spaces will benefit from pedestrian access directly from the 
street, through all adjacent streets, with special markings, thus 
avoiding the entrance through the building and congestion - an 
extremely important detail in the new context of the pandemic 
and special spacing measures. This area will be used for 
boutique shopping galleries and small, chic and intimate 
offices.

Value to the entire community & environment 
The company representatives say that One Herastrau Towers will 
bring added value to the entire community and the environment, not 
only to the compound buyers and tenants. The construction is meant 
to be an upgrade for the whole area, while the shops and services 
available on the ground floor and the first floor of the building will 
serve not only residents, but also those who will carry out their activity 
in the area or will simply pass by. 

One Herastrau Towers will 
benefit from an elegant 
contemporary design with 
high-quality finishes.  

For One Herastrau Towers, 
One United Properties 
obtained the Green Homes 
pre-certification from 
Romania Green Building 
Council, marking superior 
performance and 
sustainability standards for 
green homes. As per their 
entire portfolio, the 
developer is offering 
constructions built at 
extremely high standards, 
environment friendly, 
energy-efficient and 
sustainable. 

"As all our other 
projects, One 

Herastrau Towers 
had increased 
interest from 

customers for the 
residential units, 

the location and 
the design 

concept,” Beatrice 
Dumitrascu, CEO, 

Residential Division 
One United 
Properties.

RESIDENTIAL | NEW STANDARDS OF LIVING 

BUCHAREST NORTH



Development type: Residential 
Compound

Developer: One United Properties

Number of units: 148 apartments

Mix of apartments: Studios, one – three 
bedrooms, penthouses

Facilities & amenities: 5.000 sqm Office 
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BUCHAREST REAL ESTATE CLUB 
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Development type: Residential 
Compound

Developer: Gran Via Real Estate

Number of units: 291 apartments 
(phase I) & 90 apartments (phase II)

Mix of apartments: Studios, 1 – 3 
bedrooms

Facilities & amenities: interior yard with 
green spaces, playgrounds and meeting 
grounds for residents

BUCHAREST REAL ESTATE CLUB 

With investments of several hundred millions of euros in the 
Romanian market in the last 15 years, the Spanish developers from 
Gran Via Real Estate continue to do what they know best: invest, 
build and sell. And then start over.

In the area with the most dynamic evolution over the last 10 years, 
Gran Via has built Aviatiei Apartments, a 250 apartments 
condominium. And right now, the developer is preparing the second 
phase of this development, a premium project comprised of 3 
buildings with lower heights, totaling 96 apartments. We are talking 
about an investment of EUR 17 mil., without taking into account the 
price of the land on the former platform of the Bãneasa Easter 
Factory. Land to which was added, a year later, another building, 
with a 5.200 sqm area, located in the immediate vicinity, which the 
developer bought from a bankrupt company. "We are talking about 
a transaction of 2.5 million euros, and we bought the land at 
auction", explains Antoanela Comșa, the General Director of local 
subsidiary of Gran Via Real Estate.

Here, the first phase was finalized in October 2019 and had a 
numerous mix of apartments: studios with a usable area between 
40 and 48 sqm, 2-room apartments with an area between 57 and 60 
sqm, 3-room homes measuring between 67 and 72 sqm. The 
ensemble also offers dwellings with private terraces, ideal for 
families with children. Its contemporary design, the 1.000 sqm 
interior yard with green spaces, playgrounds and meeting grounds 
for residents, the smart layouts and premium finishing materials 
are just some of the benefits of Aviaþiei Apartments. 

After selling 80% from its first phase, the developer is now 
preparing the second phase, counting another 96 residential units. 
This new development will offer larger interior surfaces and 
terraces in a mix of studios, one, 2- and 3-bedroom units. The 

construction will start in 2021.  

According to the developer data, approximately 100.000 people are 
working in the Aviatiei business hub, making this an interest area for 
Romania’s Capital. People are appreciating this district due to its vicinity to 
Herastrau Park, one of the largest green areas of Bucharest, the 
numerous restaurants and coffee shops as well as several shopping 
options such as Mega Image and Lidl right near the compound. 

Actually, the transformation of the Aviatiei area started after the financial 
crisis in 2008-2009, when commercial developers begun building office 
buildings here and a shopping mall to cater for the increasing number of 
corporate employees. Today, this is the business hub of Bucharest, 
accompanied by other investments like Ponderas Hospital and Medicover 
Pediatric Hospital, Courtyard by Marriott and Ibis Styles hotels or private 
education institutions such as Verita School and Scoala Mea.   

Gran Via has a history of 15 years on the Romanian market, specializing in 
the reconversion of former industrial lots into residential projects, giving 
the city a fresh new look. So far, the developer has completed 1.800 

apartments in projects such 
as Gran Via Park, next to 
Plaza Mall and Timișoara 58, 
both in Sector 6 of Bucharest, 
Aviatiei Apartments being the 
third project completed in 
Bucharest. 

In Constanþa, the developer is 
building Gran Via Marina 
complex, near the Vivo! 
shopping mall, 10 minutes 
away by car from the Mamaia 
resort. The developer's 
investments exceeded EUR 
200 mil. during their 15 years 
of activity on the Romanian 
market.

The district offers 
one of the best 
yields for real 

estate investors 
and a high-quality 

lifestyle, thanks 
to its numerous 

facilities.

RESIDENTIAL | NEW STANDARDS OF LIVING 

BUCHAREST NORTH GRAN VIA AVIATIEI 
APARTMENTS:

BUILDING COMMUNITIES
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(phase I) & 90 apartments (phase II)

Mix of apartments: Studios, 1 – 3 
bedrooms

Facilities & amenities: interior yard with 
green spaces, playgrounds and meeting 
grounds for residents
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With investments of several hundred millions of euros in the 
Romanian market in the last 15 years, the Spanish developers from 
Gran Via Real Estate continue to do what they know best: invest, 
build and sell. And then start over.

In the area with the most dynamic evolution over the last 10 years, 
Gran Via has built Aviatiei Apartments, a 250 apartments 
condominium. And right now, the developer is preparing the second 
phase of this development, a premium project comprised of 3 
buildings with lower heights, totaling 96 apartments. We are talking 
about an investment of EUR 17 mil., without taking into account the 
price of the land on the former platform of the Bãneasa Easter 
Factory. Land to which was added, a year later, another building, 
with a 5.200 sqm area, located in the immediate vicinity, which the 
developer bought from a bankrupt company. "We are talking about 
a transaction of 2.5 million euros, and we bought the land at 
auction", explains Antoanela Comșa, the General Director of local 
subsidiary of Gran Via Real Estate.

Here, the first phase was finalized in October 2019 and had a 
numerous mix of apartments: studios with a usable area between 
40 and 48 sqm, 2-room apartments with an area between 57 and 60 
sqm, 3-room homes measuring between 67 and 72 sqm. The 
ensemble also offers dwellings with private terraces, ideal for 
families with children. Its contemporary design, the 1.000 sqm 
interior yard with green spaces, playgrounds and meeting grounds 
for residents, the smart layouts and premium finishing materials 
are just some of the benefits of Aviaþiei Apartments. 

After selling 80% from its first phase, the developer is now 
preparing the second phase, counting another 96 residential units. 
This new development will offer larger interior surfaces and 
terraces in a mix of studios, one, 2- and 3-bedroom units. The 

construction will start in 2021.  

According to the developer data, approximately 100.000 people are 
working in the Aviatiei business hub, making this an interest area for 
Romania’s Capital. People are appreciating this district due to its vicinity to 
Herastrau Park, one of the largest green areas of Bucharest, the 
numerous restaurants and coffee shops as well as several shopping 
options such as Mega Image and Lidl right near the compound. 

Actually, the transformation of the Aviatiei area started after the financial 
crisis in 2008-2009, when commercial developers begun building office 
buildings here and a shopping mall to cater for the increasing number of 
corporate employees. Today, this is the business hub of Bucharest, 
accompanied by other investments like Ponderas Hospital and Medicover 
Pediatric Hospital, Courtyard by Marriott and Ibis Styles hotels or private 
education institutions such as Verita School and Scoala Mea.   

Gran Via has a history of 15 years on the Romanian market, specializing in 
the reconversion of former industrial lots into residential projects, giving 
the city a fresh new look. So far, the developer has completed 1.800 

apartments in projects such 
as Gran Via Park, next to 
Plaza Mall and Timișoara 58, 
both in Sector 6 of Bucharest, 
Aviatiei Apartments being the 
third project completed in 
Bucharest. 

In Constanþa, the developer is 
building Gran Via Marina 
complex, near the Vivo! 
shopping mall, 10 minutes 
away by car from the Mamaia 
resort. The developer's 
investments exceeded EUR 
200 mil. during their 15 years 
of activity on the Romanian 
market.

The district offers 
one of the best 
yields for real 

estate investors 
and a high-quality 

lifestyle, thanks 
to its numerous 

facilities.
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Reynaers Aluminium, leading European specialist in the development of 
innovative and sustainable aluminium solutions for windows, doors, curtain 
walling, sliding systems, sunscreening and conservatories, sees a dynamic 
market in Bucharest in the next period, which will continue to adjust upon 
the new post-pandemic reality. 

„Pandemic had a strong impact for all activity sectors and the aluminium 
joinery market made no exception to it. Despite the sanitary context, we are 
undergoing a change period and the first semester of 2021 will still be 
dominated by uncertainty. We anticipate that the market increase slowdown 
trend will slightly maintain in the new year,” says Daniel Popa, Country 
Manager Reyaners Aluminium Romania.

Even if all players in the sector feel the financial echoes and effects of the 
sanitary crisis, due to an efficient strategy and a fast adaptation to the 
market requests and changes, Reynaers managed to recover the decline 
caused by the lockdown period in 2020 and be one of the Reynaers Group 
companies that reached the target results, the company representatives say.  
Moreover, although the work from home period lead to some office projects 
blockage and consequently to the decrease of demand in this sector, for the 
residential segment, one in which Reynaers extended significantly in the last 
years, the forecast is positive, according to the company data. 

INCREASING THE VALUE OF BUILDINGS: 

NEW MARKETS EXPANSION & NEW 
PRODUCTS IN REYNAERS 

PORTFOLIO IN 2021 

„The market is moving and we are having advanced 
negotiations and a series of projects undergoing. For 2021 we 
target a 5% turnover increase based on an extensive strategy 
to access other segments and extend our products portfolio 
with Forster steel systems”, Daniel Popa, Country Manager 
Reyaners Aluminium România. 

Aviatiei Park, Campus 6, One Floreasca City, Sema 
Parc, Tiriac Tower are several of the new 
developments in Bucharest enhanced by Reynaers 
solutions. 

THE BEST REAL ESTATE 
MARKETING IN TOWN.

BRANDING 
MEDIA
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Check out a bit of our work on www.verbio.ro 
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NEO FLOREASCA LAKE:
BREATHTAKING 

EXCLUSIVENESS  

Aimed for delivery in Q2 of 2022, Neo Floreasca Lake is one of the 
4 projects currently developed under „Neo” brand - the exclusive 
residential boutique brand of One United Properties. 

A stylish boutique residence developing on the edge of Lake 
Floreasca, Neo Floreasca Lake offers its residents a beautiful 
panoramic view of the lake, in one of the most sought-after and 
breathtaking green areas of Bucharest. 

Designed as a contemporary intimate residential complex, the 
boutique compound offers a unique selection of 50 stylish 
apartments, with a height of GF + 5 floors. With an original and 
elegant architecture, Neo Floreasca Lake offers top-of-the-line 
apartments that fit within the boutique conceptual line of the Neo 
division. The residential complex will offer a diverse range of 
apartments and a limited collection of penthouses with 
spectacular views over Lake Floreasca, in a quiet and exclusive 
area. 

This boutique property boasts a special elegance due to the 
effortless blend of classical and contemporary architecture; 
residents will be warmly welcomed into a sumptuous lobby, 
designed by Lemon Interior Design, which is just a taster of what 
to expect from the apartments. Apartments will provide 
occupiers with a sense of exclusivity as each property will be 
unique and innovatively designed. 

Having the advantages of green buildings, a constant concern of 
the developer, Neo Floreasca Lake is the choice of brilliantly 
designed homes that respond to individual needs and desires.

All Neo projects benefit from elegant 
contemporary design, with high-quality 
finishes, adding also the advantages of green 
buildings, which is developer continuous 
concern.

Development type: Boutique 
residential compound  

Developer: Neo – The exclusive 
boutique residential division of Une 
United Properties 

Interior design: Lemon Interior Design 

Number of units: 50   

Mix of apartments: Studios, 1 – 3 
bedrooms, penthouses 

Facilities: Groundfloor retail spaces, 
underground and above-ground 
parking 

BUCHAREST NORTH
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HOME FEELS
HEAVENLY GOOD IN 

CLOUD 9

The Cloud 9 residential compound is a serene vision of comfort and pleasant aesthetics, addressed to those who search for a safe and 
peaceful place, where dreams and emotions come alive.

Designed and partitioned to allow light to enter each space, Cloud 9 dazzling and spacious apartments reflect the work of a talented team 
of architects in the refined finishes, architectural details, glazed windows, façade materials that blend with the exterior and intelligent 
facilities meant to boost the quality of living. The four buildings with 11 floors offer eight top floor apartments with rooftop swimming pools. 

The remarkable project is located in the Aviatiei-Pipera area, having a 
strategic position in Northern Bucharest, an area especially designed for the 
dynamic generation working in the office business clusters such as Pipera 
and CBD areas.

Cloud 9, the most recent project of Akcent Residential continues the series of 
successful projects signed by the developer, such as 21 Residence 
Politehnica (Military), 20th Residence (Splaiul Independenþei) and 19th 
Residence (Carrefour Orhideea). With almost 30 years of experience on the 
residential market, Akcent Residential has managed to differentiate from 
other developers, in terms of innovative design and materials used.

“A timeless charm and a vision of tranquility 
away from the city’s bustle”, says Laurentiu 
Afrasine, the CEO of Akcent Group

Development type: Residential 
compound 

Developer: Akcent Residential

Number of units: 820 apartments 

Mix of apartments: Studios, 1 – 3 
bedrooms, duplexes  

BUCHAREST NORTH
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Development type: Residential 
compound

Developer: Oxygen Home

No. of villas: 12

Green Certification target: "Green 
Homes" - Romania Green Building 
Council 

BUCHAREST REAL ESTATE CLUB 

OXYGEN HOME:
12-VILLAS PREMIUM 

COMPLEX NEXT TO THE 
AMERICAN SCHOOL

Alina Marulis, an entrepreneur from Bucharest, is investing EUR 
10 M in a boutique project of 12 villas, at the edge of Bãneasa 
forest, near the American school in the Northern residential area 
of Bucharest. 

The project will take place in three phases: construction for the 
first 3 villas has begun and reached ground 0, while the entire 
project will be delivered by the summer of 2022. Currently the 
construction is financed from developer’s own funds, with a 
pre-approved investment loan from Libra Bank, which can be 
accessed for later stages.

The houses are built on plots of 450 sqm and have a 375 sqm area, 
distributed on the ground floor and first floor. The price of a villa 
starts from 975,000 EUR + VAT. Designed after the latest standards, 
with an architecture respecting the environment, Oxygen Home 
will be certified as a sustainable ensemble and will receive the 
"Green Homes" certification from Romania Green Building 
Council.  

"In the context of the pandemic and the growing demand for 
houses in green areas, we have designed a compound, Oxygen 
Home, an exclusive villa project, near the American School and the 
Bãneasa forest, which offers to high-income population of 
Bucharest a healthy, clean lifestyle in terms of air quality, in the 
comfort of a state of the art construction”, said Alina Marulis, CEO, 
Oxygen Home, an entrepreneur with 16 years of experience in the 
construction market.

The villas will be turnkey delivered and will benefit from facilities 
such as smart home system controlled via smart phone or tablet, 
jacuzzi, sauna, fireplace, garden with deck and lawn, arranged 

according to a landscaping project with integrated lighting system, etc. 
The spa room (with jacuzzi, fireplace and dry sauna) can be 
interconnected with the garden during the warm season.

SMART HOME: 
Irrigation system, garden lighting, indoor lighting, audio system, jacuzzi - 
filling, emptying, water temperature, curtains, main door access, security 

system control, climate 
control, garage access, 
fireplace control, 
entertainment system 
control, voice control, facial 
recognition system.

GARDEN & JACUZZI: 
Deck and lawn, landscaping 
project with integrated 
lighting system (fencing + 
garden), vegetation, 
irrigation system, defrost 
system - garage entrance 
ramp, entrance steps and 
terraced area, jacuzzi - 
dimensions 213x213x91 cm, 
dehumidification, etc. 

Dry sauna for 2 people, rain 
shower, locking system with 
sliding glass panels that pivot 
at the ends.

“The idea of 
this project 

came from my 
dream home, a 

luxury 
construction, 

surrounded by 
the woods, 

close to 
Bucharest” - 

Alina Marulis, 
CEO, Oxygen 

Home. 
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Development type: Residential 
compound 

Developer: SPEEDWELL

Number of units: 800 apartments 

Mix of apartments: studios to 2, 3 and 
4-room apartments

Facilities: restaurant, pool, 
kindergarten, fitness centre, shops 

Green Certification target: BREEAM 
Excellent  

BUCHAREST REAL ESTATE CLUB 

THE IVY
RESIDENTIAL: 

CONTEMPORARY LIVING IN
THE HEART
OF NATURE

One of Speedwell’s residential projects, The Ivy, is located in the 
rapidly developing Northern part of Bucharest. It will feature 800 
dwellings, from studios to 2, 3 and 4-room apartments, spread out 
over 10 buildings with a P + 6 height regime. The company is 
currently developing Phase 1 of the project, which comprises 228 
units.

The project`s concept is state-of-the-art living. , Covering over 5 
hectares of land, the developer`s aim is to create a unique, 
comfortable environment in relaxing surroundings. Speedwell’s 
residential architecture prioritises light, space and greenery. At 
The Ivy, this is translated into a carefully thought-out design 
featuring windows that span the full height of each level. Moreover, 
glass terraces set into  the façade compliment it and provide each 
apartment with its own private outdoor space.

Most apartments will face East or West and many of them will 
benefit from double exposure, ensuring a maximum amount of 
natural light. The Ivy’s appealing design relies on basic shapes and 
clean lines. The main materials used will be stone and lightly 
coloured plaster for the lower floors and timber for the upper 
floors, meant to create a pleasant contrast between warmth and 
cold. Every apartment will feature high-end design and top-quality 
finishes. White walls, large windows and quality floors
provide the open-plan living spaces with a spacious appearance, 
while maintaining that cosy atmosphere. 

When it comes to interior design, future residents will be able to 
select one of three options – a neutral, natural look; a modern,
sleek look; and a lively look boasting coloured patterns. Each 
design scheme comes with a contemporary feel, while never 
compromising on warmth and comfort. Every one of these looks 

will be a celebration of durable materials, qualitative design, and superior 
furnishings.

The apartments` layouts are made to cater to both families and 
individuals with diverse lifestyles, while also paying attention to
environmental requirements. The project will include a BREEAM  
Excellent certification, supporting health and wellbeing through 
sustainable buildings, while also protecting natural resources, an 
important principle for all Speedwell developments.

Located on Jandarmeriei Street, in the heart of the Bucharest’s Baneasa 
area, The Ivy will be secluded from the city pollution, while remaining well 
connected to the centre and business areas. The Ivy’s residents will also 
have the advantage of a fast connection to the Henri Coanda International 
Airport, as the complex is located right next to the major DN1 expressway.

For those who prefer to leave their car at home, four public bus lines 
serve the area. Located 
within walking distance from 
Speedwell’s new office 
project, MIRO, which will 
offer -class A spaces, The Ivy 
encourages work and home 
life to go
hand in hand. In addition, the 
residents living here will have 
access to many facilities 
designed for modern living, 
such as a restaurant, fitness 
centre with pool, 
kindergarten, and shops.

The Ivy will 
offer gorgeous 
views and lush 

green spaces 
that residents 

can enjoy all 
year round.
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OLD HOUSING STOCKS ARE SO YESTERDAY. 
SAY HELLO TO 

MODERN LIVING 
CONCEPTS 

As a recent study of the Romanian National Statistic Institute 
shows that half of the big cities’ population live in properties 
over 34 years old, the demand for new, modern living facilities 
suitable for the youngsters is on the rise in Bucharest. 

The development of Gran Via Park (the flagship project of 
Spanish-based developer Gran Via) on the former 
Electrotehnica industrial platform at the crossroads of 
Timisoara Boulevard and Lujerului St. is a study case for this 
trend. The developer built in several phases 1.000 units until the 
end of 2019 and has recently begun construction works for the 
fourth and last 4th and the last phase - comprising of 220 
apartments and retail spaces. 

Today, Gran Via Park is “home” for a community of 
approximately 1.000 families: students, couples starting a new 
life together or young families with children.

The residential complex is valued for the quality of the living 
space, finishes and common areas, for facilities such as the Lidl 
supermarket and the park in the complex, the vicinity of the 
Plaza Romania Mall, for the good connection with public 
transportation: the station tram in front of the complex, while 
Lujerului Subway station is at 15 minutes walk.

The 2 new blocks propose numerous layouts, contemporary 
designed, offering a new lifestyle to those searching for housing 
in Bucharest District 6. The compound is built around a 5.380 
sqm green park and playground, which is 50% built and will be 

entirely finalized with the last phase, under construction now. 

The Center-Western area of Bucharest has become a 
residential-university-office-retail hub, an area of interest for the 
Romanian Capital. In addition to the Polytechnic University, the area 
hosts a large number of new apartments, two shopping centers (Plaza 
and AFI), as well as numerous new office buildings. 

This residential compound totally transformed an old, abandoned 
semi-central area in Bucharest, giving back a lively community 
connected to the city. Recognizing the developer’s efforts for this 
tremendous project, imobiliare.ro, the number 1 residential portal in 
Romania, awarded Gran Via Park during the 5th edition of the Real 
Estate Professionals Gala for the strongest positive impact in the 
community.  Moreover, the project was distinguished for 2 years in a 

row with the “Best Standard 
Residential” Award within 
CIJ Awards Gala.

Gran Via, a consortium of 
Spanish investors, is 
specialized in the 
reconversion of former 
industrial lots into 
residential compounds, 
where communities of 
thousands of families 
started a new life. The 
developer has a portfolio of 
2.000 finalized residential 
units, with another 412 
under construction.

Gran Via Park 
represents a 

young & dynamic 
community 

gathered in a 
modern 

residential 
compound with 

numerous 
facilities and 

amenities.

Product type:

Residential Compound 

Developer: Gran Via

Area: Center-West 

Number of units: 1.000 finalized & 220 under construction 

Mix of apartments: studios, 1, 2, 3-bedrooms and 
duplexes 

Facilities & amenities: Lidl supermarket, park and 
playground 

CENTRAL WEST 
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row with the “Best Standard 
Residential” Award within 
CIJ Awards Gala.

Gran Via, a consortium of 
Spanish investors, is 
specialized in the 
reconversion of former 
industrial lots into 
residential compounds, 
where communities of 
thousands of families 
started a new life. The 
developer has a portfolio of 
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units, with another 412 
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Gran Via Park 
represents a 

young & dynamic 
community 

gathered in a 
modern 

residential 
compound with 

numerous 
facilities and 

amenities.

Product type:

Residential Compound 

Developer: Gran Via

Area: Center-West 

Number of units: 1.000 finalized & 220 under construction 

Mix of apartments: studios, 1, 2, 3-bedrooms and 
duplexes 

Facilities & amenities: Lidl supermarket, park and 
playground 

CENTRAL WEST 
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Development type: Boutique residential 
compound  

Developer: Neo – The exclusive 
boutique residential division of Une 
United Properties 

Interior design: Lemon Interior Design

Number of units: 108   

Mix of apartments: 2-room, 3-room and 
4-room apartments 

Facilities: Groundfloor retail spaces, 
underground and above-ground parking 

BUCHAREST REAL ESTATE CLUB 

You can say it really matters when you can save at least 15 
minutes off every single move you make next year. And it will 
always worth every single cent of an apartment at One United 
Properties’s NEO Timpuri Noi, if you’re closer to work, school or 
the places you go to frequently. 

Located just near Bucharest Downtown, along Splaiul Unirii, 
just across the street from Timpuri Noi subway station, NEO 
Timpuri Noi is a mixed-use development, located on more than 
3.800 sqm land footprint in Bucharest’s District 3. The area is 
one of the hottest urban spots now, offering a variety of 
amenities such as highly convenient public transportation 
connections, educational centers, hospitals, shopping centers & 
markets, Carol & Tineretului Park, banks and administrative 
hubs. The residential compound will have 8 floors and includes 
108 housing units, retail spaces, as well as underground and 
above-ground parking.

„NEO” brand is the exclusive residential boutique brand of One 
United Properties and it aims to capitalize on the potential of a 
relatively unexploited segment so far and develop smaller but 
equally exclusive real estate projects.

Therefore, NEO Timpuri Noi will benefit from the finest 
contemporary design One United Properties has used its buyers 
with, high-quality finishes, plus the green building technology 
advantages. In line with previous developer`s projects, the 
compound will use sustainable materials, energy-efficient 
systems and installations with low pollution, better indoor 
environment quality, superior energy efficiency of the building, 
waste sorting on the construction site, all in their highest 

standards.

NEO Real Estate`s portfolio includes residential compounds in 
Bucharest and on the seafront. The company was established in 
August 2017 and has already secured the first four locations for their 
pipeline projects: NEO Floreasca Lake, NEO Timpuri Noi, NEO 
Herastrau Park and NEO Mamaia. 

The NEO division of One United Properties, the main developer on the 
exclusive residential property market in Bucharest, focuses on 
smaller – size residential projects versus the ones developed under 
the One brand, such as 4-8-storey residential buildings or 
developments on areas of 2.000-3.000 sqm. 

One United Properties has a substantial portfolio of completed 
residential projects, under construction phase or due to start in the 
following years. One Herastrau Park, One Herastrau Plaza and One 
Charles de Gaulle are several of the reference projects that have 

redesigned Bucharest 
Northern area.

The Office Division of One 
United Properties focuses 
on the development of 
sustainable, efficient office 
buildings located in central 
areas. One United 
Properties also owns North 
Gate, an office compound in 
the Northern part of 
Bucharest, with 23.000 sqm 
and 500 parking spaces, 
while One Tower, located in 
the central area of 
Bucharest, is currently 
under construction.

A One United 
Properties 

signature project, 
in one of the 

hottest urban 
spots in 

Bucharest.

RESIDENTIAL | NEW STANDARDS OF LIVING 

CENTER – SOUTH NEO TIMPURI NOI:
„KNOCK, KNOCK, NEO”
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Development type: Residential 
compound  

Developer: SPEEDWELL

Number of units: 202   

Mix of apartments: Studios, 2-3 rooms  

Facilities & amenities: Proximity shop, 
underground parking, an interior 
courtyard with green spaces and a 
playground for children 

BUCHAREST REAL ESTATE CLUB 

TRIAMA RESIDENCE:
URBAN REFRESH 

IN THE EAST OF BUCHAREST

Located in Bucharest East side, near Basarabia Bvd., on Baia de 
Arama St., TRIAMA Residence will definitely change the 
community look & feel by offering superior housing solutions in 
the area.

As every other Speedwell`s projects, TRIAMA Residence’s 
design focuses on creating a relaxing environment and efficient 
spaces fitting the modern buyers` contemporary lifestyle. The 
overall architecture emphasizes light and space by
combining a 2.75 m free height, large windows that capture 
natural light and generous terraces, a sought-after feature,
especially after the pandemic period. This modern design 
ensemble comprises of 3 buildings with a total of 202
apartments, including studios, 2 and 3-room units.

TRIAMA Residence’s location benefits from direct access to road 
networks and various means of public transportation, including 
a subway station located just a few minutes away from the 
project. Moreover, many points of interests are within reach. In 
the proximity of the ensemble, its residents will have access to 
educational institutions, hospitals, shops and commercial 
centers, parks and an event arena. Also, the city center is just a 
15 minutes’ drive away.

One of the differentiators of this project is the use of 
high-quality materials and modern building techniques, all
aligned with the European standards. As a result, the resistance 
structure is made of reinforced concrete, in compliance with the 
most demanding requirements. For a better soundproofing, the 
inside walls, as well as the ones separating the apartments, are 
made of bricks with different textures, depending on the wall 

type, necessities, and requirements. What is more, although most 
developers use polystyrene for wall isolation, the material used for the 
TRIAMA project is rockwool, known for its superior quality and 
improved results.

When it comes to finishes, each apartment comes with a Viessmann 
heating system, Schuco joinery, quality floors from Egger and Marazzi 
and Pinum doors. Furthermore, future residents have the opportunity 
to customize their homes by
choosing one of the three available finishes packages. 

The facilities include a 
proximity shop, 
underground parking, an 
interior courtyard with 
green spaces and a 
playground for children.

That is why TRIAMA is a 
great choice for those 
looking for a high-quality 
project, in a district that is 
rapidly developing.

A higher standard 
of living, 

compared to what 
the residential 

market is offering 
at the moment 

and a new 
community, while 
also contributing 
to reconfiguring 

an area 
appreciated by 

many. 

RESIDENTIAL | NEW STANDARDS OF LIVING 

EAST
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INTRO BUCHAREST REAL ESTATE CLUB 

BUCHAREST 
LOGISTIC HUBS

With a total stock estimated at 4.5 mil. Sq M warehousing space, 
out of which 50% is near Bucharest and 90-92% occupancy rate 
in the Capital City, the Romanian warehousing market has been 
boiling, even under the COVID-19 pandemic conditions.
With the new e-commerce model expected to be adopted as 
lifestyle for the next years, market analysts evaluate that 
delivery / courier services will grow and that “incity” logistics 
will also grow, with smaller formats of warehouses to be 
developed inside the major cities, in order to take over the 
supply pressure from the large warehouses that are typically 
placed outside of cities. 

International borders lockdown put pressure on the national 
supply chain, with both manufacturers and distributors being 
forced to find alternative supply channels, either from closer 
locations in Europe or from inside Romania.

Market analysts expect that the next period will force large 
international manufacturers to relocate production units closer 
to their distribution markets as well as their distributors and 
components/ materials suppliers.

Given the geo-political and economical position of Romania in 
the region (Black Sea opening, NATO border, EU membership, 
USA strategic alliance), in the medium and long-term we expect 
an increase in the development of regional manufacturing 
factories and regional logistic warehouses, hosted on the 
territory of Romania.

ADP architecture & green building:
Higher interest leads to a good competition for sustainable 
warehousing

Adrian Pop, Head of ADP, an architecture and green building  
consulting company which assessed and certified the entire 
CTP Romanian portfolio of 60 warehouses and production units, 
observes an important trend in the enlargement of the 
warehousing spaces, given the recent spread of digitalization 
and rise of e-commerce. This interest, he says, leads to a higher 
competition on the logistic market and the investors` aim to 
develop more quality projects, using better materials and 
ensure the buildings` sustainability.   

“The warehouse of the future will have an even better energy 
management, detailed monitoring and optimization of 
consumption, installation of solar panels. Mobility is also a 
topic of great interest: infrastructure for electric vehicles, 
bicycle paths in parks and connection with the neighbouring 
localities. The zero carbon target means eliminating 
combustion equipment over time, using materials with the 
lowest possible carbon footprint, replacing the car fleet with 
electric ones, producing clean energy, but especially 
protecting mature vegetation and planting many trees.” 

Adrian Pop, Head of ADP

ELI PARK 1 
Total built area: 50.000 sqm
Delivery: completed

ELEMENT INDUSTRIAL
ELI PARK 3 
GLA: 72.000 sqm
Delivery: 2021

WDP STEFANESTII
Total built area: 280.000 sqm  

WDP DRAGOMIRESTI
Total built area: 80.126 sqm 

CHITILA LOGISTICS HUB
Status: planned 
Land planned GLA: 77.000 sqm  

A1 CHIAJNA 
Total built area: 380.000 sqm 

CTPark Bucharest
Total built (existing) area:
111.000 sqm
Planned: 97.000 sqm
Delivery: in progress

1. 2. 3. 4.
CTPark Bucharest West 
Total built (existing) area:
350.000 sqm
Planned: 200.000 sqm
Delivery: in progress

CTPark Chitila  
Total built (existing) area:
48.500 sqm
Planned construction:
37.000 sqm
Delivery: in progress

CTPark Bucharest North 
Total built (planned) area:
100.000 sqm
Delivery: Q4 2021

ADP Green Building highlights:

• 6 nominations for BREEAM Awards 2021 (23rd – 25th of March 2021)

• BREEAM Certification of the entire CTP Invest România portfolio - 50 industrial & production 
warehouses  

• Penny Otopeni – highest BREEAM International New Construction 2016 score in the world 

• Vox Technology Park – highest BREEAM International In-Use v6 score in the world  

• Record Residences – highest score for a residential project in the world

1
2
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Development type: Logistic Park                                        

Developer: ELEMENT INDUSTRIAL         

Land area: 10 ha

GLA / Total built area: 50.000 sqm  

Main tenants: Arctic, Paste Baneasa, 
Décor Floor, Mobilier 1, Euro Games 

Area: North – West of Bucharest 
(Chitila)

BUCHAREST REAL ESTATE CLUB 

ELI PARK 1:
PURPOSEFUL 

GROWTH

Located in the Chitila-Buftea area, Eli Park 1 is developed in two 
phases of 20.000 sqm and 30.000 sqm. The first phase was 
delivered in Q3 2019 and is 100% leased to Turkish-based 
appliances producer, Arctic, with the company having already 
begun its operations in the new logistics space. The second phase 
of 30.000 sqm was delivered in 2020 and is leased to tenants such 
as Dentotal, Décor Floor, Mobilier 1 and Euro Games. 

The logistic project is served by several public transportation lines 
and it’s located at a distance of 4 km from Bucharest Ring Road, 
with direct access to a national road with four lanes, DN 7. Here, 
the main advantages are easy access to Bucharest North and the 
location in an area with workforce excess  (Chitila / Buftea). 

The workforce availability as well as access to public 
transportation are critical factors for developing industrial hubs. 
According to a study done by the Academy of Economic Studies at 
the request of Element Industrial, the age groups of 20-29 and 
30-39 years old have registered a decrease of 33.6% and 19.6%, 
while the group of over 70 has registered a plus of 64.9% during 
1990-2018. Besides the important criterion of finalized 
infrastructure investments, Element Industrial chose the area of 
Chitila – Buftea as a development hub due to comparative 
workforce availability and, very important, public transportation on 
site, which facilitates the employee`s access to the park. 

The project is developed by Element Industrial, an investor and 
asset manager of logistics and industrial real estate focused on 
Romania and Southeast Europe. Founded in 2018 by local investor 
Ionut Dumitrescu, the company is aiming a top 5 position on the 
Romanian logistics park market.
Ionut Dumitrescu's name is linked to several real estate 
businesses that he developed and sold later. Illustrative in this 

respect are Eurisko - the real estate advisory company he founded 
together with Gabriel Marchievici and further sold in 2008 to the 
American group CBRE - and the HQ Victoriei office building, sold to Zeus 
Capital in an EUR 12 mil. transaction, in 2012. 

Element Industrial is targeting to develop a portfolio of class A industrial 
and logistics projects under the ELI PARK brand, in Bucharest and in 
other strategic locations across Romania. In total, Element Industrial has 
a 250.000 sqm pipeline of logistic spaces for the next 3 years. 

The first one, Eli Park 1, is a joint venture investment between Romanian 
– owned home improvement and DYI retail group Dedeman and Element 
Industrial, with an initial investment value estimated at approximately 
EUR 25 mil. and it is located in the Chitila-Buftea area. Element Industrial 
is currently involved in two other projects in Bucharest (Eli Park 2 & Eli 
Park 3) and also in cities such as Craiova, Braila, Bacau or Ploiesti. 

All Eli Park projects are designed and executed following class A 
international standards, with features such as one loading bay for each 
800 sqm of warehouse, generous 35 meters truck court and numerous 
parking places.

At the same time, Element Industrial intends to build a portfolio of 
smaller-sized projects, through direct acquisition of existing warehouses 
or through land development that meets the developer`s requirements. In 
2020, Element Industrial launched Eli Xpress, a new business line based 

on proximity storage concept. 
Eli Xpress warehouses will 
offer areas between 6.000 
and 12.000 sqm and will be 
located close to large cities or 
even inside cities. The first Eli 
Xpress location is in 
Constanta, while the 
developer is planning to build 
some more two units in 
Bucharest – Buftea and 
Pitesti.  

Element Industrial: 
250.000 sqm logistic 

spaces pipeline in 
the next 3 years.  

BUCHAREST LOGISTIC HUB  

NORTH  - WEST OF BUCHAREST 
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offer areas between 6.000 
and 12.000 sqm and will be 
located close to large cities or 
even inside cities. The first Eli 
Xpress location is in 
Constanta, while the 
developer is planning to build 
some more two units in 
Bucharest – Buftea and 
Pitesti.  

Element Industrial: 
250.000 sqm logistic 

spaces pipeline in 
the next 3 years.  
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COMING UP: 
ELI PARK 3,

A 37 mil. EUR 
investment

Early 2021, Element Industrial 
announced the start of a new project, in 
Buftea Chitila area: Eli Park 3 logistics 
development, with a 72.000 sqm area and 
a total investment of 37 million euros. 
The new logistics park will be built in 
several phases, the first consisting of a 
distribution center of 18.500 sqm.

The project is developed in the vicinity of 
Eli Park 1, on DN7, in an area that will be 
transformed into a logistics hub near the 
new ring road of Bucharest - A0. Eli Park 
3 is served by several public 
transportation lines and it is located at a 
distance of 4 km from Bucharest. The 
main advantages are the easy access to 
the north & center of Bucharest and the 
location in an area with a surplus of labor 

BUCHAREST LOGISTIC HUB  

NORTH  - WEST OF BUCHAREST 
force (Chitila / Buftea).
Eli Park 3 will be developed according to 
international class A standards, benefiting from 
technical specifications such as free storage 
height of 11.5 m, one loading bay for each 800 
sqm of warehouse, generous 35 meters truck 
court and numerous parking spaces.  

One of the most dynamic developers on the 
logistics market, Element Industrial aims to 
become a flexible partner for logistics tenants, 
offering spaces from several hundred square 
meters in Eli Xpress projects, to areas up to tens 
of thousands of square meters in Eli Parks 
projects.

 
Element Industrial is working on a series of 
projects under the Eli Parks brand, logistics 
parks with areas between 50-60.000 square 
meters in Bucharest, Pitești, Craiova, Bacãu, 
Brãila or Ploiești, as well as warehouses with 
smaller areas, all grouped under the brand of 
Eli Xpress.

At the same time, the developer offers an 
integrated package of built to suit services for 
production and storage facilities, starting from 
the identification of the lands suitable for such 
developments, authorizations, design and 
delivery according to the specific requirements 
for each project.
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Development type: Logistic Park                                        

Developer: WDP              

Land area: 580.000 sqm

GLA / Total built area: 280.000 sqm  

Area: North – East of Bucharest 
(Stefanestii de Jos)

Available area (build-to-suit): 10.000 – 
20.000 sqm; >20.000 sqm

Major tenants: Metro Cash and Carry, 
Auchan, LPP, Agrekko, Alcar,  Toya, 
Lecom

BUCHAREST REAL ESTATE CLUB 

WDP
STEFANESTII:

A LOT OF 
INVESTMENT

"We create the space where companies can shape their future” is 
the motto of the Belgian developer and operator of industrial 
spaces Warehouses De Pauw (WPD), present on the Romanian 
market since 2006.  The company is owned by the Jos De Pauw 
family, one of the wealthiest families in Belgium. 

One of WDP`s most recent projects on the Romanian market is 
WPD Stefanestii, perfectly located on the Northern outskirts of 
Bucharest.  With almost 10.000 sqm of available warehousing 
space, this distribution centre has great accessibility, which adds 
value to the property perks.  

The Bucharest Northern business district is a 5-minute drive away, 
while Otopeni airport is just 15 minutes away. The A3 highway 
nearby not only guarantees maximum visibility for the tenant 
companies, but also allows everybody to reach Ploiesti in just 45 
minutes.

WDP Stefanestii 1 was the first park developed in 2016 in the 
Northern Bucharest, with direct access to A3 highway and 
Bucharest’s ring road.  It generated new trends on the market and 
clients started to consider North as the second logistic hub of the 
city. After Stefanestii 1, fully pre - leased in 6 months after the 
acquisition of the land plot, WDP decided to create a second park 
that comprises 70 ha today and accommodates the main 
distribution centers of Metro Cash and Carry, Auchan, LPP, 
Agrekko, Alcar,  Toya and Lecom. 

For 2020, the real estate developer has ongoing projects totaling 
637.000 sqm, with a total investment value of EUR 480 mil.  On the 
local market, WPD delivered in 2020 another 10.000 sqm of storage 

space for Decathlon. The budget for the expansion of the hub in 
Stefãneștii de Jos is EUR 5 mil., the French sporting goods retailer having 
signed a 10-year lease.

The company's plans for expansion don't stop here. Recently, WPD has 
signed an agreement with the European Bank for Reconstruction and 
Development (ERBD). EBRD will provide WDP with a EUR 150 mil. senior 
unsecured loan to support the company’s portfolio expansion in the 
country. The amount will contribute to the implementation of a 
sustainability management framework, comprising international 
building certifications and the introduction of other green measures that 
go beyond WDP’s current practices. These include, among others, an 
upgrade of the energy and water efficiency performance requirements 
and the rollout of an energy management system across the entire 
Romanian portfolio. The loan will also support the introduction of two 
replicable and high-quality training programmes for young people; a new 
pilot accredited dual education programme for students in technical 
universities; as well as an internship programme aimed to facilitate 
school-to-work transition. 

WDP is the largest operator on the Belgian semi-industrial property 
market and focuses on the construction of logistics spaces, with a 
property portfolio totaling 3 million sqm in Belgium, the Netherlands, 
France and Romania. WDP sold the Czech subsidiary in 2012, with a 
portfolio valued at EUR 25 mil. at the time.

WDP continues to enhance Romania’s 
logistics infrastructure and create jobs, 
in a modern and healthy working 
environment. 

BUCHAREST LOGISTIC HUB  
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WDP is the largest operator on the Belgian semi-industrial property 
market and focuses on the construction of logistics spaces, with a 
property portfolio totaling 3 million sqm in Belgium, the Netherlands, 
France and Romania. WDP sold the Czech subsidiary in 2012, with a 
portfolio valued at EUR 25 mil. at the time.

WDP continues to enhance Romania’s 
logistics infrastructure and create jobs, 
in a modern and healthy working 
environment. 
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Development type: Logistic Park                                        

Developer: WDP              

Land area: 185.000 sqm

GLA/ Total built surface: 80.126 sqm 

Major tenants:  Sarantis, Parmafood, 
Aquila

Area: West of Bucharest (Dragomiresti)

BUCHAREST REAL ESTATE CLUB 

WDP
DRAGOMIRESTI:

BRIGHT HORIZONS TO 
THE WEST 

“Romania is a central point in WDP’s strategy. We plan to own and operate a €1 billion 
portfolio here by 2023, equivalent to about 20% of WDP’s overall portfolio. IFC’s green loan, 
combined with the certifying of our entire portfolio with EDGE, will allow us to become the 
largest owner of certified green warehouses in Romania”, says Jeroen Biermans, 
Warehouses De Paw Romania general manager. 

The Belgian developer and operator of industrial spaces WPD, which he manages, has 
already completed projects totaling 414.000 sqm, representing investments of approximately 
EUR 278 mil. More than a 1/3 of them, EUR 97 mil. respectively, are completed logistic 
facilities in Romania for companies such as Auchan, Pirelli, Aeronamic Eastern Europe, Alcar, 
Lecom or Aggreko. 

One of those projects is WDP Dragomiresti industrial park, located in the Western logistic hub 
of Bucharest, between 2 roundabouts on the Ring Road – DN 7 Chitila and Chiajna. The 
property has direct access to the Ring Road and is located at 5 minutes` drive to A1 highway.

Due to the very crowded exit at km 13 on A1, WDP decided to offer an alternative to its portfolio 
clients in the Western part of, where most on the inbound comes from Western Europe, but 
also to create a park with fast and easy routes to access Bucharest. 

More demand for build – to suit logistic facilities 
”The lockdown triggered the need for additional surfaces for most of our clients in Bucharest, 
higher stocks for longer, more predictable flow of goods. We’ve signed new contracts for 
65.000 sqm immediately after the lockdown was lifted. We see less enquiries from production 
facilities as these types of operations take longer periods to assess the scenarios and higher 
investments than logistics activities, but we foresee new relocations in Romania from the data 
we’ve been asked to provide after May 2020”, said the company representatives, at the 
beginning of this year.

In their opinion, Romania will become a hub for SEE, more and more companies that 
expanded in the past 5 years in CEE see our country as a regional hub to deliver even further 
than the EU border, towards Russia, Turkey and Middle East, preserving their EU benefits of 
being on the Eastern border of the union. 

„The future for both logistic and production stays in automation but this will be a detailed and 

very thoroughly assessed step as labor force is more flexible than machinery”, WDP 
representatives added.

Green financing from IFC
The cornerstone of WDP is a pure player strategy that has been consistently pursued 
for decades, with a clear focus on investments, in the development and long-term 
leasing of high-grade sustainable logistics and semi-industrial property. WDP is a 
market leader in the Benelux and a respected European player, with activities in 
France and Romania, too. This is one of the reasons WDP gained the trust of the 
International Finance Corporation (IFC) IFC, which is providing a green financing 
package of €205 mil. to WDP, to support the construction of around 1 mil. sqm of 
resource-efficient semi-industrial and logistics properties across Romania. The 
green financing fits within a larger €750 mil. financing programme and includes 
green financing from third-party investors mobilized by IFC under its Managed 
Co-Lending Portfolio Program and from international commercial banks.

This is IFC’s first green loan for the property-sector in the Europe and Central Asia 
(ECA) region. WDP will implement IFC’s EDGE (Excellence in Design for Greater 
Efficiencies) green-buildings certification across its portfolio in Romania. EDGE 
certification mandates at least 20% savings in energy and water in the buildings and 
in the energy used to produce the building materials. By getting its properties 
independently certified, WDP will reduce the utility costs for its tenants and enhance 
its position with them.

IFC sees the commercial property sector as key in building business infrastructure. 
This investment will facilitate the growth of the e-commerce, warehousing and 
distribution sectors, the business process outsourcing market and the automotive 
and retail industries, all of them being important growth drivers for logistics and light 
industrial spaces in Bucharest and second-tier cities. The investment will also 
support the construction industry in the country. 

“IFC’s green loan, combined with the certifying of our 
entire portfolio with EDGE, will allow us to become 
the largest owner of certified green warehouses in 
Romania” - Jeroen Biermans, General Manager, WDP 
Romania. 
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REINVENTING
RETAIL

By Cristi Moga, Head of Reasearch, Cushman & Wakefield Echinox

After almost two decades of development and dominance of the 
retail market, the shopping centers in Romania are going through 
the most difficult test, being hit simultaneously from two directions: 
the social distancing measures imposed and adopted as a mean to 
combat the Covid-19 pandemic, corroborated with the exponential 
growth of e-commerce.

Trend 1: 
Hit of Pandemic & Rise of E-commerce  

Cinemas, food courts, fitness halls and also fashion stores will not 
be as crowded as they used to be for a long time and many people 
wonder if they will ever return to the traffic and popularity of the 
past. After restrictions lifting, some consumers returned to malls, 
but with a radically changed behavior: more seldom, more efficient 
and more thoughtful visits. As public transportation is considered 
another sensitive topic, proximity has a major impact on consumers’ 
habits. 

As a consequence, food operators remained quite active, securing 
new locations in the proximity of the densest residential hubs, while 
developers focused also on small retail parks featuring a limited 
mix of retail and services in order to cover the basic needs of the 
customers within the primary catchment area.

Looking ahead:
The endorphins producing Experience can never be replaced 
by the click 
It becomes easier and more convenient to do your shopping 
directly from your mobile or laptop. Online stores are getting 
more and more efficient as volumes increase, while software 
developers are constantly upgrading their platforms in order to 
make the shopping experience as smooth as possible. The 
e-commerce market share has grown significantly this year 
and some of the new clients will remain constant after the 
stabilization of the medical situation.

Trend 2: 
Proximity & Mixed Residential with Retail 
In this context, any major residential development tends to 
become a mixed one, since new projects are better positioned to 
provide suitable spaces for retail activities. This trend has 
multiple consequences, such as easing the traffic, reducing 
pollution and creating new urban poles. 

Trend 3:
Rise of High-Street Retail? 
Therefore, the current context might be favorable for 
reinventing Calea Victoriei, the most well-known urban pole of 
Bucharest which has partially lost its glamour during the last 30 
years. 

The bicycle lanes, the traffic restrictions during the weekend, 
the refurbishment of some historical buildings and some very 
popular food & beverage concepts have created the perfect 
conditions to hang out on Calea Victoriei especially during 
evenings and weekends, (re)discovering some of the most 
impressive architectural jewels of Bucharest. 

However, shopping will 
always remain an 

experience producing 
endorphins in our bodies 
in a way that “clicks and 

taps” will never succeed. 
Closing stores is not an 
answer. Analyzing them 

and readapting to the 
constantly changing 
habits was and will 

remain the key for the 
retail market.
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COLOSSEUM MALL:
STRENGHTENING THE 

COMMERCIAL OFFER IN 
BUCHAREST NORTH-WEST 

Colosseum Mall is the most important retail development in North – Western part of 
Bucharest, serving for more than 9 years a fast-growing community and constantly 
contributing to the development and modernization of the area. The investors expanded the 
retail scheme, to open new modern shopping spaces in 2021. Mihai Dinu, General Manager 
of Colosseum Mall, discusses with BUCHAREST REAL ESTATE CLUB about the new face of 
Bucharest, the present and the future of retail market in Romania: 

How has Bucharest changed recently?  

Bucharest is in a continuous process of transformation and urban regeneration, due to the 
massive private and public investments that have taken place in the real estate market. For 
a city of such size with the largest annual budget nationwide and with the most dynamic 
business environment, the evolution should be natural. 

Only the North - Western area of the Capital attracted some of the largest real estate 
investments in the last 5 years. The dynamics of the investments in this area have 
stimulated our business a lot, and as a result, Colosseum has managed to attract important 
brands and to start the expansion plan to grow its commercial surface by over 54.500 sqm 
GLA. 

Although the market has evolved and a more mature real estate market in Romania is being 
talked about, developers and investors in this segment are still facing many challenges, 
most of them related to the unpredictable legislative changes, labor market shortages, and 
a lack of specialists in some key categories. A more efficient and robust legislative 
framework has to be done and a better collaboration between the state institutes and the 
private environment is mandatory.

What is the total investment value of Colosseum Mall and what will the new investment 
mean for the Bucharest community? 

With the launch of Colosseum, 9 years ago, we brought a significant contribution to the 
development of the North West Bucharest. We could say that due to our property size the 
Colosseum is a pole of urban development serving a fast-growing community. The current 
stage of development of the shopping centre is currently over 85% leased. All these 

developments are translating into modern urban environment of the area, more 
retail spaces, diversified offer of services and products, education and leisure 
facilities, hundreds of jobs, infrastructure and urban regeneration. 

The current investment in Colosseum Mall reaches 30 million euros and we 
planned to spend an equal amount on our other projects in the short run.

Major tenants & location offerings 

Coloseum currently hosts well-known brands such as Carrefour, Altex, Jysk, LC 
Waikiki, Sport Vision, Pepco, Leroy Merlin, Animax, Inmedio, Help Net, Nedelya, 
Orange, IQBox, Arsis Vodafone and many other major brands offering goods and 
services. Each of them will benefit from the current development of the shopping 
centre by sharing and adding to current customer base. Business diversification is 
possible and makes sense within this retail segment as well, therefore we signed 
lease agreements with top brands like Happy Cinema multiplex, Sinsay, CCC, 
Deichmann, Colin’s, Diverta, Mumuso, Help Net, Optiblu, Inmedio, Café Ritazza, Po 
– LI, Oh Salad!  and KFC, which will open in Colosseum two restaurants, in the new 
food court and the first Drive-Thru unit in Colosseum. This offers Colosseum’s 
tenants the opportunity to grow and develop in an increasingly dynamic and 
competitive retail environment and the possibility to address a large and diversified 
community of clients.

How do you see Romanians` return to traditional shopping in the next period?
Although the Covid-19 pandemic has influenced the consumption habits of the 
Romanians, who are paying extra care these days about their health and safety, 
most of us will gradually return to enjoying traditional trade as life relax. The advent 
of the vaccine has had a positive impact and this will certainly have a positive effect 
on the consumption as well. Colosseum and its tenants were fortunate in 2020, registering only a small business negative impact in 
comparison with other main Bucharest retail schemes. We started 2021 with 3,6% footfall increase in January month to month and look 
forward to see the rest of the year. 

What is traditional retail offering as experience to the consumers, which can not be replaced through online shopping? 
The traditional commerce cannot be fully replicated online. People are social beings, enjoy social experiences like shopping together, 
spending time together, and make their choices based on experiences, sensations and emotions. The traditional trade was based on 
these very principles from ancient times. Today's shopping centers are places for socializing and meeting, places to discover and in 
constant change, they are reflections of the surrounding community.

Consumers` profile & behavior  
Today's consumers are undoubtedly much more educated and attentive to budget and what they buy. The pandemic has determined 
people to spend their shopping time as efficiently as possible for safety reasons, So, one of the challenges for retailers will be related to 
how they will be able to respond the people’s need to gain more time. We saw click and collet formats already growing. The use of 
technology for super personalized services will definitely change the interaction with customers and will offer retailers the opportunity 
to quickly adapt to their needs.

Main objectives for 2021 and 2022
Our short-term business strategy includes the opening of the current extension of Colosseum Mall, opening of 3 drive-thru units as one 
concept and the start of the first residential project next to the mall with 650 apartments and 3.500 sqm high - street retail units. 
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centre by sharing and adding to current customer base. Business diversification is 
possible and makes sense within this retail segment as well, therefore we signed 
lease agreements with top brands like Happy Cinema multiplex, Sinsay, CCC, 
Deichmann, Colin’s, Diverta, Mumuso, Help Net, Optiblu, Inmedio, Café Ritazza, Po 
– LI, Oh Salad!  and KFC, which will open in Colosseum two restaurants, in the new 
food court and the first Drive-Thru unit in Colosseum. This offers Colosseum’s 
tenants the opportunity to grow and develop in an increasingly dynamic and 
competitive retail environment and the possibility to address a large and diversified 
community of clients.

How do you see Romanians` return to traditional shopping in the next period?
Although the Covid-19 pandemic has influenced the consumption habits of the 
Romanians, who are paying extra care these days about their health and safety, 
most of us will gradually return to enjoying traditional trade as life relax. The advent 
of the vaccine has had a positive impact and this will certainly have a positive effect 
on the consumption as well. Colosseum and its tenants were fortunate in 2020, registering only a small business negative impact in 
comparison with other main Bucharest retail schemes. We started 2021 with 3,6% footfall increase in January month to month and look 
forward to see the rest of the year. 

What is traditional retail offering as experience to the consumers, which can not be replaced through online shopping? 
The traditional commerce cannot be fully replicated online. People are social beings, enjoy social experiences like shopping together, 
spending time together, and make their choices based on experiences, sensations and emotions. The traditional trade was based on 
these very principles from ancient times. Today's shopping centers are places for socializing and meeting, places to discover and in 
constant change, they are reflections of the surrounding community.

Consumers` profile & behavior  
Today's consumers are undoubtedly much more educated and attentive to budget and what they buy. The pandemic has determined 
people to spend their shopping time as efficiently as possible for safety reasons, So, one of the challenges for retailers will be related to 
how they will be able to respond the people’s need to gain more time. We saw click and collet formats already growing. The use of 
technology for super personalized services will definitely change the interaction with customers and will offer retailers the opportunity 
to quickly adapt to their needs.

Main objectives for 2021 and 2022
Our short-term business strategy includes the opening of the current extension of Colosseum Mall, opening of 3 drive-thru units as one 
concept and the start of the first residential project next to the mall with 650 apartments and 3.500 sqm high - street retail units. 
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S E E T H R E E

Represents the current state of artistic and experimental game and vr design, alternative 
games, virtual realities and interactive digital arts.

With the pop-up events and appearances in di�erent creative scenes we are focused on 
generating high end visuals.

www.seethree.eu
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